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ABSTRACT 

The soil preparation in soil bins must be capable of generating a number of soil 

density profiles varying from uniform to heavily compacted layers lying below more 

friable soil. A subsurface rotating rod firmed the soil beneath the rod and repeated passes 

produced desired profiles. Retrofitting the existing instrumentation with virtual 

instrumentation methods resulted in measurements that were more precise and improved 

repeatability. A Wheatstone bridge force transducer measured Cone Index pressure as a 

function of soil penetration depth. Soil surface elevation and implement depths were 

located with ratiometric linear transducers. Speed and distance were measured with an 

optical encoder. Prime mover hydraulic oil temperatures and pressures were gauged with 

current loop sensors. Three Null Hypotheses were tested: a horizontal subsurface 

rotating rod will not cause an increase in soil cone index; repeated operation of the 

horizontal rotating rod will not result in increased soil cone indexes; and soil water 

content is not relevant to the resultant compaction level. The first two Null Hypotheses 

were rejected at the 5% level in the overall case although not in each case while the third 

Null Hypotheses was rejected at the 5% level in all cases. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Need of Research 

Changing weather patterns and an ever-increasing world human population are 

heightening demands on the soils of the world. Precision agriculture and site specific 

farming coupled with the popular demand for increased soil emd water conservation 

measures are changing soil tillage practices. This is especially true in highly developed, 

high power consuming countries or areas of the world where the menace of poverty and 

starvation are not felt. It has been found that less total tillage, performed at the right time 

and in the right place, will result in equal yields with less energy expenditure and less 

exposure to potential soil erosion. Consequently, the actual interaction between the 

tillage tool and the soil is changing in a real physical sense. Time between soil 

cultivation cycles is lengthening and consequently soil aggregates are becoming larger 

and soils physically harder before being tilled again. Seedbeds are being prepared with 

fewer tillage passes and the placement of seeds is becoming more critical with only slots 

and narrow bands of soil sometimes being tilled. 

New tillage systems must be carefully evaluated in view of soil friability 

conditions necessary for the transfer of nutrients into the fine array of cells in the plant 

root systems. Thus, ongoing research in the physical behavior of soils in necessary. It is 

well known that crop yield can be significantly influenced by soil strength, especially 

hard pans (Clark et al, 2000). Compaction caused by submersion under water and/or long 

periods between tillage operations, as is typical with no-till seeding, can cause high soil 

strengths throughout a soil profile. Moderate compaction in the seedbed zone is desirable 



and is primarily a function of the tillage tool alone. High soil compaction such as that 

caused by high vertical pressures due to vehicle weight and repetitive trafiRc has long 

been associated with reduced yields. The increasing popularity and adoption of 

minimum and no-till farming practices in all parts of the country compounds the 

necessity of understanding the effects of each tillage operation. The option of correcting 

the deficiency in a tillage operation with a subsequent operation is no longer viable 

because of increasing costs. Thus, the soil interaction and compaction effects, both above 

and below the operating depth, of each type of tillage tool must be thoroughly 

understood. Most tillage operations performed in reduced tillage situations are done in 

soils that have been compacted in some way. Consequently, original or virgin soil 

conditions may be difficult or impossible to reestablish in field conditions when 

preparing for experimental, repetitive investigation into soil reactions to tillage or traction 

forces. Soil bin experiments can greatly simplify the process but initial conditions, such 

as water compacted soil, may still be difficult to attain. 

Tillage and traction laboratories or soil bins are utilized to approximate field 

conditions because field soils are highly variable and difficult to work with in situ. The 

objectives of this project are to obtain reproducible compaction profiles in a soil bin in 

order to approximate soils with distinct compaction profiles. 

1.2. Equipment Capabilities 

The soil bin used in this research is of the stationary bin type with a movable tool 

carriage. The carriage is supported with wheels running on a shelf built on either side of 

the soil containment bin. The prime mover for the installation is an electric motor 
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coupled to a double cartridge hydraulic pump. Steel cables driven by sheaves fastened to 

the hydraulic propulsion motor transfer the motive power for the carriage. During soil 

preparation, the main carriage propels the soil preparatory cart containing a tiller and 

compaction roller. Ball screws driven by variable speed DC electric motors position the 

tillage tool carrier and the soil penetrometer. 

There were two goals in the project. The first was to update the sensors, 

computers and computer interfaces on the existing soil bin in order to achieve real time 

output of the operational data and to increase the acquisition speed of the research 

information base. The second goal was to develop a method whereby the soil profile 

could be prepared to a selected and reproducible profile of bulk densities. The main 

research objective was to demonstrate the validity of the critical state theory of soil 

mechanics in unsaturated soils. This theory states that soil water content interacts with 

applied shearing stresses and major principal stresses to affect the compacted state of 

agricultural soils. The compaction was measured with a cone penetrometer. The 

enhanced monitoring methods installed on the improved tillage and traction laboratory 

(Boonmung,et al, 1999) improved the measurement of speed and distance which 

increased both data accuracy and precision fi-om the original. 

The first goal was achieved with the installation of National Instruments 

Lab VIEW 5.0 running on a PC computer equipped with a Pentium 120 MHz CPU and 

the Windows 95 operating system. A PCI-603 IE and two PC-DIO-24 Lab VIEW data 

acquisition (DAQ) cards were installed in the computer. Responses monitored were 

hydraulic oil temperatures, hydraulic oil pressures, soil compactor rpm and longitudinal 



position of the tool carriage. Additionally position sensors recorded vertical 

displacements of the main toolbar, penetrometer and soil preparation tiller along with 

horizontal movement of the main toolbar and penetrometer. 

The second goal was achieved with the culmination of two objectives: 

1. Investigation of the effect horizontal subsurface transversely mounted rotating 
rods, either square or round, have on the compaction characteristics of a known 
representative soil. 

2. Investigation of the involvement of soil moisture content in the compacting 
phenomenon. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. Soil Compaction 

2.1.1. Soil Compaction Relevance 

Compaction can affect nearly all functions and properties of a soil, including 

chemical, biological and physical (Hakansson, et al, 1988). Hayhoe, et al, (1996) found 

in Canada that the physical condition of the seedbed influences seed-soil contact and that 

high soil strength may prevent emergence of seedlings. Porter and McMahon, (1986) 

identified and modeled six soil properties defining a seedbed as soil moisture content, 

bulk density, bulk shear strength, matric potential, temperature and macrostructure. The 

term soil qualities was proposed by Koolen, (1987) to designate those physical soil 

properties that are relevant to agricultural. These properties included air and water 

permeability, water retention capacity and tensile strength. Although Koolen's 

agricultural soil qualities may be characterized as functions or combinations of the six 

soil properties modeled by Porter and McMahon, (1986) and are somewhat simplistic, 

they adequately cover the requirements of successful plant establishment. Each of the 

four soil qualities may be measured independently and optimum ranges established, but it 

must be remembered that the four qualities are intertwined with each other and any factor 

affecting one will also affect the others. 

Impaired soil processes and deteriorated soil structure are some large negative 

affects of soil compaction although moderate compaction after plowing is often 

beneficial. Freshly tilled soils often have large macrostructure pores and low tensile 



strengths. The large pore spaces within the soil structure allow the plant seeds to be 

surrounded by air spaces instead of water molecules resulting in poor or slow 

germination. Compaction or increase in soil tensile strength will decrease the air and 

water permeability and to some extent the water retention abilities of the soil, but the 

increased soil-seed contact will benefit the water absorption by the seed and induce faster 

germination. Thus, while a certain amount of soil compaction is necessary for optimum 

seed germination, too much compaction may be detrimental. Some areas of the U.S. 

have reported up to 10 % yield reduction due to compaction while other areas have 

indicated significant yield increases due to moderate compaction, especially in-row 

seedbed packing in the northern wheat producing states (Voorhees, 1987). The adoption 

of direct-drilling methods and minimum tillage has changed the structure of agricultural 

soils and has increased the importance of compaction (Blackwell and Soane, 1981). 

Soil compaction has been identified as one of the leading causes of soil 

degradation threatening future productivity of farmland worldwide. Valera, et al, (1998) 

found that in Spain soil compaction contributed directly to economic losses through 

decrease in crop yield and indirectly due to greater erosion and subsequent loss of arable 

crop land. Hard pans created by continual shallow cultivation have been reported below 

0.15 m soil depths in Pakistan restrict water infiltration to greater depths and result in 

50% of the annual rainfall being lost as surface runoff (Shafiq, et al, 1994). Tardieu, 

(1989) found slower growth of plant roots in compacted soils due to the difference in the 

ability of root systems to take up water and nutrients. Total root length was decreased 

22% in a 90 cm soil profile when subjected to heavy wheel traffic (Voorhees, 1989). 
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Hakansson, (1990) however, found equivalent maximum crops yields on varying soil 

types when all were compacted equally. 

The reactions of soils to applied forces are many times referred to as strength 

properties. Tillage causes changes in the aggregate bulk density of a soil resulting in 

corresponding changes in the soil aggregate shear strength, i.e. increased aggregate shear 

strength was found with increased soil aggregate bulk density (Benjamin and Cruse, 

1987). Conversely, the quality of tillage may be adversely affected by the elevated soil 

strengths of compacted soil. Large clods and lack of tilth may then affect root 

development (GKierif, 1990). 

The normal stresses applied by the agricultural equipment essentially control the 

compaction process rather than the confining stress of the soil in the ground, as occur 

during the drying of a saturated soil (Koolen, 1987). Machinery traffic is the main cause 

of soil compaction, the loaded wheel is the most frequently used "tillage tool" in today's 

mechanized farming and on average treats each point in a field several times in a year 

(Hakansson, et al, 1988). Since the effects of soil compaction are far-reaching, methods 

and machinery must be developed which will minimize the negative facets and capitalize 

on any positive effects (Hakansson, et al, 1988). It is therefore essential that the effects 

of soil compaction be identified and studied in its various elements so that machines and 

operational methods may be developed such that yield reduction due to soil compaction 

is minimized. 



2.1.2. Soil Compaction Theory 

Soil compaction refers to the compression of unsaturated soils during which there 

is an increase in the density of the soil body through the elimination of fractional air 

volume (Gupta, et al, 1989). It was suggested that soil compaction be considered as a 

compression failure phenomenon similar to plastic or elastic yield criterion of a soil (Gill 

and Vanden Berg, 1967). Two types of compression failure during compaction were 

suggested: a) virgin compression (plastic deformation) where the compaction remains 

when the stress is removed and b) secondary compression (elastic deformation) where 

the compaction elastically recovers when the stress is removed. Larson and Gupta, 

(1980) postulated that during compaction increases in soil compression stresses cause the 

following stages: a) initially, contact between the loose aggregates increase (secondary 

compression); b) flattening of contact surfaces and a reduction in bulk soil volume 

(virgin compression); c) decrease in interaggregate pores and further reduction in bulk 

soil volume (virgin compression) and e) shearing and plastic deformation of the 

aggregates (end of virgin compression). 

Although it had been assumed that soil compaction was caused by the action of 

the principal stress, am, (i.e. no shear planes), evidence indicated that soil compaction 

may not be uniquely related to principal stress only (Sohne, 1953). It was shown even 

earlier by Bodman and Rubin, (1948) that the application of shear stress to the soil 

surface while maintaining a normal stress resulted in significant additional soil 

compaction. 
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The application of continuum mechanics to soil compaction (See Appendix A) 

suggests that the mean normal stresses of the stress tensor may correlate with soil 

compaction better than other stress vector forms (VandenBerg, et al, 1958). Mean 

normal stress is defined as 

+O-.0 (0 

where CT* , ay and az are the mean normal stresses in the x, y and z directions. Since the 

stress tensor is invariant of the axis orientation, the following relationship is also true 

+^3) '  (2 )  

where ai, 02 and CT3 are the normal stresses referring to any coordinate axes of the stress 

state. Vanden Berg, (1966) fiirther showed that except for non-proportional loading, soil 

compaction was related to CT® and the maximum natural shearing strain Ymax such that 

=ln(l + Sj-S2) (3) 

p = a + blog^o[o-„(l + rn^)] (4) 

where p is the bulk density, and Si and 82 are the largest and smallest conventional 

principal strains, respectively. Thus, the importance of shear stress in describing soil 

compaction is demonstrated by the presence of a shearing strain. A strain system that 

will accurately describe soil deformation must be selected with great care because of the 

frequent occurrence of large strains (Vanden Berg, 1961). 

The critical state theory of soil mechanics (See Appendix A) relates soil stresses 

to soil strains for all soil textures (Roscoe, 1970). This theory relates specific volume of 

the soil, V; to spherical pressure, P (hydrostatic stress); and deviatoric stress, R 
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(remaining stress when the spherical stress is subtracted from the total stress). These 

parameters are defined as 

where p is the density of the soil particles, Dbd is the dry bulk density of the soil, and cti, 

CT2, and as are the principal stresses. Soil pore water pressure or tension is included in the 

effective stresses R and P. Thus, a solid state boundary surface may be developed in 

three dimensional P, V, and R space. All combinations of P, V and R that the soil can 

withstand without yielding are enclosed in the volume beneath the solid state boundary 

surface. 

The critical state theory has been accepted by many civil engineers working with 

saturated soils since its inception in the 1950's, however, it has not been used in 

unsaturated soils to describe soil deformation by agricultural implements and vehicles. 

Work by Leeson and Campbell, (1983) has indicated that the mechanical behavior during 

cultivation of unsaturated agricultural soils can be predicted with the use of a soil state 

boundary surface modified to account for changes in the soil water content. The mode of 

soil deformation (elastic, plastic or brittle) depends upon the water content of the soil as 

well as the mean normal stress, am (P), specific volume of the soil, V, and deviatoric 

stress, R, (Leeson and Campbell, 1983). It was found that the higher the moisture content 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 



of soil, for any given normal pressure, the greater the soil susceptibility to compaction 

(Leeson and Campbell, 1983). Empirical tests carried out by Sanchez-Giron, et al, 

(1998) showed the clear relationship between the moisture content and the compression 

index (ratio of the decrease in void ratio to the logarithm of the compression stress) of a 

compacted soil. Obviously, soil compaction is related to applied shearing stress, major 

principal stress and water content. 

2.1.3. Soil Compaction Measurement 

The strength properties of any given soil (Ohu, et al, 1988) as indicated by the 

penetration resistance and soil shear strength, depend greatly on the moisture content and 

bulk density. The ability to make accurate and reliable measurement of soil compaction 

is adamant to the evaluation of causes of compaction, effects of compaction or results of 

compaction treatment (Clement and Stombaugh, 2000). 

The soil cone penetrometer (Appendix E) is commonly used to determine soil 

shear strength (Wismer, 1984; Sun, et al, 1986; Onwualu and Watts, 1993). Penetration 

resistance is influenced mainly by the soil moisture content and the type of soil (soil 

texture) rather than the soil structure (Domsch, et al, 1998). Billot, (1985) found that 

there was a close connection between soil compaction and penetration resistance and that 

moisture played an important part. Mechanical impedance or the resistance of the soil to 

a penetrometer is nearly always altered by water content and tillage operations that 

effectively change the bulk density and structure of the soil (Cassell, 1982). 

Soil compaction affecting root penetration has been evaluated with the use of 

cone penetrometers (Ohu, et al, 1988). Roots are smaller than penetrometer tips, grow 
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slowly, and thus should weave through the soil more easily than penetrometers (Cassell, 

1982). However, Freitag, (1968), Whiteley and Dexter, (1981) and Sudduth, et al, (2000) 

found that small penetrometer cones registered higher Cone Indexes or penetration 

pressures than larger cones in the same soil. This decrease in penetration pressure with 

size infers that larger roots may enter more highly compacted soils than small roots 

(Whiteley and Dexter, 1981). Taylor and Gardner, (1963) noted that root growth could 

be significantly impeded with cone index readings above 2 MPa. Root reduction was 

detected beginning at penetrometer cone indices of 1 MPa and root restriction was found 

with cone indices above 2 MPa (Busscher and Sojka, 1990). 

Penetromers are used to measure mechanical impedance but it is important that 

the validity of their assessment of mechanical impedance to root growth be established. 

Penetrometers have been used in soil cohesion studies as early as 1846 (Perumpral, 

1987). Although the physics of compression and friction forces acting on the 

penetrometer cone is complex, the desire for information concerning the hardness of soils 

and soil layers is overwhelming (Cassell, 1982). Because of their rapid, easy and 

economical operation cone penetrometers have been applied in many callings including 

the assessment of soil compaction and impedance to root penetration (Perumpral, 1987). 

Although it has been assumed (Frietag, 1968; Perumpral, 1987) that the rate of 

penetration was critical for statistically relevant results, (Sudduth, et al, 2000) found that 

insertion speed rates were not significant. The fact that no samples are provided for 

direct or secondary observation is a disadvantage of the soil penetrometer (Perumpral, 

1987). Another drawback of the cone penetrometer is the destructive nature of the 



sampling to the surrounding soil, consequently, the sampling holes should be no closer 

that 0.2 m (Busscher and Sojka, 1990). 

Two problems that occur in obtaining useful cone index, (CI), information are 

procedural errors and temporal and spatial variation in both bulk density and water 

content of the soil. The procedural errors analogous with taking CI measurements for 

any given soil may usually be assumed to be systematic across tillage treatments 

consequently allowing valid comparisons of CI data obtained from the experiment 

(Cassell, 1982). Replicated measurements of cone penetration resistance are required due 

to the large variability in soil properties (Yasin, et al, 1993). 

2.1.4. Soil Compaction Representation 

Underground transverse rods called "rod cultivators" or "rod weeders" have been 

used in low rainfall areas of the US since the early 1900's (Oqaard, 1926). The first rod 

cultivators were non-rotating. It was noted in a bulletin from the Lethbridge Research 

Station, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada, that roots and other fibrous material that collected 

on the rod would be worn off by the downward pressure of the rod on the soil (Harrison, 

1980). A patent for rod rotation was granted to G. C. and H. K. Wolfe of Cheney, 

Washington in 1911 (Harrison and Bai, 1990). It has been noted in Akola, India that the 

rod-weeder is usefiil for final firming of the seedbed preparation and that the soil flowing 

over the rod was well pulverized (Benke, et al, 1977). (Porter and McMahon, 1986) in an 

Australian study found that a rod-weeder completely removes the macroporosity of the 

soil, indicating that all of the inter-aggregate voids have been eliminated. One of the 

characteristics of the rod weeder is poor penetration in some conditions unless extra 
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weight is added to the machine. This may be explained by the upward pushing of the soil 

acting vertically on the rod of the cultivator (Kotov, 1979). 

A small wedge of soil forms in front of the rod as it is pulled through the soil (See 

below, also Appendix Figure D-1), affecting the vertical reaction and thereby the draft of 

the implement. In order to achieve passage through the soil 

the rod must displace some soil over it and some soil under 

it, which is compacted. Friction between the rod and soil 

particles positions the apex of this soil wedge which in turn 

determines the location of a plane of separation in the soil 

passing by the rod. Upward rotation of the rod will lower 

the separation wedge as more soil is lifted over the rod by the friction caused by the 

movement of the rod (Harrison, 1980) (See Appendix D). Conversely, a downward 

rotating rod will raise the soil wedge and cause more soil to pass under the rod, 

increasing the compaction factor. 

2.2.S0U Bin 

Experiments on the interactive effects of soils with tillage tools and traction 

mechanisms in field conditions are subject to the idiosyncrasies of the weather. It is often 

necessary to wait until natural forces produce the desired soil condition when doing in 

field studies. In addition, non-homogenous conditions are usually found in naturally 

occurring soil structures. The construction of soil bins - tillage and traction laboratories 

— allow the incorporation of special soil handling machinery. These devices can not only 

make the soil much more uniform than occurs naturally, but can control the surface 

Travel Directiori'^'^feVofS 

Plane of 
separation 
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elevation and depth of tillage to very close limits in reference to accurately set rails. A 

given soil condition can be closely approximated while different soil conditions can be 

produced from time to time (NTML, 1964). "A soil bin and a towing carriage is perhaps 

one of the most important research tools for the laboratory investigation of soil-machine 

mechanics problems," (Hettiaratchi, 1968). The components of a soil bin installation will 

usually consist of the bin, soil preparation carriage, tool carriage, drive system, 

instrumentation and controls and safety devices (Durant, et al, 1980; Onwualu and Watts, 

1989). 

2.2.1. Fabrication 

Two major methods of achieving relative motion between the soil and the 

implement under study are possible: moving the soil past a stationary tool or moving the 

tool through a stationary soil. When the tool is held stationary the soil may be rigidly 

contained in a box and transported past or the soil may be deposited on a moving beltway 

and thus propelled past the tool (Chisholm, 1970). Stationary bin applications in which 

the tool carriage is powered usually have less mass to accelerate and decelerate during 

each experimental replication (Siemens and Weber, 1964; Durant, et al, 1980). Circular 

arrangement of either type may be used for continuous operation as used in tool abrasive 

wear studies (Durant, et al, 1980; Onwualu and Watts, 1989). The straight, stationary bin 

type is the most generally used because more flexibility of speed is permitted in addition 

to alleviating the problems connected with the movable type (Durant, et al, 1980; 

Onwualu and Watts, 1989). In the stationary bin arrangement the soil preparation and 

tool carriages are supported on two rails that are arranged either with both on one side of 
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the bin (Siemens and Weber, 1964; Hettiaratchi, 1968; Onwualu and Watts, 1989) or with 

a rail on each side of the bin (E>urant, et al, 1980; Onwualu and Watts, 1989; Larson and 

Clyma, 1995)(See Appendix C). Although fiill size bins are of the order of one meter 

wide, 0.7 m deep and 10 meters long, a mini-soil bin measuring 1 m long, 0.4 m wide and 

0.4 meter deep has been usefiil for scale modeling in homogenous soils (Duran-Garcia, 

2000). 

The soil preparation carriage is equipped with a loosening device, a leveling 

device and a packing device, usually a roller, to properly prepare the soil for the desired 

testing sequence (for equipment used in this study see Appendix C). The tool carriage 

has provisions for holding and positioning in two dimensions any arrangements of tools 

or traction devices that are to be tested (Durant, et al, 1980). A common problem with 

stationary bins is obtaining adequate rigidity and low deflection, perpendicular to the 

direction of travel, in the carriages holding the tool or testing device (Siemens and 

Weber, 1964; Onwualu and Watts, 1989). Hydraulic rams or mechanical screw linear 

actuators, turned with hydraulic or electric motors, may be used to position the working 

components of the carriages. Necessary safety devices include proper shielding of 

moving parts for operator physical safety plus mechanical protection with strategically 

placed microswitches to prevent over overrunning set operating ranges (Durant, et al, 

1980). 

The main power source for the system is usually provided by electric motors with 

the carriages being pulled with steel cables or link chain. The driving sheaves or 

sprockets are either coupled directly to variable speed DC electric motors (Siemens and 
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Weber, 1964) or to hydraulic motor/pump combinations powered with constant speed AC 

electric motors (Onwualu and Watts, 1989; Larson and Clyma, 1995). Godwin, et al, 

(1980) perfected a simple low cost soil bin with the tool carriage being powered with a 30 

kW tractor. No tillage carriage was used as the soil was placed in layers manually and 

packed with a pavement roller. 

2.2.2. Data Acquisition Controls 

Clyde (1937) reported that the measuring of forces on farm tools was rather new 

and that an improved type of hydraulic pressure cell was being used in 1936. In 1964, 

electrical resistance strain gauges, specially built by Siemens and wired as complete 

wheatstone bridges, were being used to measure forces in a soil bin (Siemens and Weber, 

1964). The carriage travel in this soil bin was recorded on a direct writing Offher 

oscillograph with an electrical impulse provided for each 2 inches (5 cm) of carriage 

travel. Bridge amplifiers were being used in 1980 to provide excitation voltage to load 

cells and to then amplify their output to be recorded on a strip chart recorder (Durant, et 

al, 1980). Forces were measured with commercially available strain gauges by 1991 and 

the soil bin used in this study (Appendix C) was equipped with a data acquisition system 

interfaced to a minicomputer using a sampling rate of 100 Hz (Coates, 1991). However, 

in 1998 Norwegian engineers recorded analog signals to a tape recorder and then 

transferred the data to computer file format with a 12 bit A/D converter with a sampling 

fi-equency of 500 Hz (Endrerud, 1999). Commercially available optical encoders, linear 

transducers, strain gauges and pressure transducers are being used at the present time 

(Appendix C). These sensors, interfaced with a graphical program running on a PC 
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computer result in real time viewing and recording of data outputs (Onwualu and Watts, 

1993; Boonmung, et al, 1999). 
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ni. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

3.1. Soil Bin Description 

The soil bin (See Appendix C) used in this project is located at the Agricultural 

and Biosystems Engineering Shop on the Campus Agricultural Center, 4101 N Campbell 

Avenue, Tucson, AZ 85719. The bin is 15 m long, 1 m wide and 0.7 m deep. It is a 

stationary bin with a 10 cm square box rail atop each side of the bin. The tool carriage, 

which sits astride the bin on the two rails, is drawn with a cable that is driven by a sheave 

coupled to a hydraulic motor. A 10 kW electric motor powers a double cartridge, fixed 

displacement vane pump. One pump cartridge is used to power the prep-cart, driving the 

tiller and actuating the roller control cylinders and is also used in the slow speed 

incidental movement of the tool carriage. The second pump cartridge, with a larger flow 

rate, is dedicated solely to carriage movement. The high flow rate enables high-speed 

tillage evaluation in the soil bin. An electrically controlled bypass controls the oil flow 

the carriage motor, thereby providing speed control. 

The soil preparation carriage (prep-cart) is unpowered but can be manually 

connected to and powered by the tool carriage with a quick connecting hook 

arrangement. It is equipped with a hydraulic motor driven rotary tiller and a surfece 

compacting roller. The rotary tiller and the compacting roller are situated on opposite 

ends of a tilting arm assembly, thus one pair of hydraulic cylinders will control both, with 

opposite movements of each, i.e. one up the other down. An adjustable leveling blade 

was constructed and attached near the compacting roller on the tilting tiller-roller frame. 

An adjustment quadrant enabled the blade to be positioned anywhere between 5 cm 
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above to 5 cm below the level of the roller. Thus, soil displaced by the rotary tiller could 

be quickly pulled back to the opposite end of the bin and the soil surface elevation could 

be easily maintained at a given level. 

3.2 Instrumentation 

This soil bin was originally built in 1986 and equipped with a 286 PC computer 

operating at 7 MHz and a Cyborg system interface to the six toolbar load cells and the 

penetrometer strain gauge. Carriage speed was measured by a DC generator with the 

driving wheel contacting the carriage supporting rail. No provision was made to report 

either the vertical or the lateral position of the toolbar or the lateral position of the 

penetrometer. Hydraulic oil temperature was indicated on a visually read mechanical 

thermometer mounted on the oil reservoir. Hydraulic pressure readings were not 

available. 

3.2.1. Computer Update 

A generic PC computer with a Pentium 120 MHz CPU, 32 MB of memory and a 

4 GB hard drive was installed on the main carriage. Lab VIEW 5.0, a graphical 

programming language from National Instruments, was installed as the data acquisition 

and analysis software. Three Data Acquisition (DAQ) boards were used: a Lab VIEW 

Device PCI-603 IE and two Lab VIEW Devices PC-DIO-24 (See Appendix L). The first 

two DAQ boards installed easily using default addresses and settings. However, 

installation of the third board required manual setting of addresses with DIP switches on 

the board and changing of IRQ settings in the computer BIOS as shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Device 
LabVIEW 
Device 

Intenupt 
Request 

Address Accessory Usage 

#\ PCI-603 IE IRQ 9 (Plug and 
Play) 

SC-2043-SG Oil Temperature 
Hydraulic Pressure 
Penetrometer Force 
Rod RPM 

#2 PC-DIO-24 IRQ 5 0210-0213 CB-50LP Optical Encoder 
#3 PC-DIO-24 IRQ 3 0104-0107 CB-50LP Position Sensors 

Figure 3.1. Lab VIEW devices used siiowing IRQ, DIP switch and address 
settings. 

The PCI-603 IE, a 16 bit multifunction digital, analog and timing I/O board, was 

connected to a SC-2043-SG strain gauge accessory board. The SC-2043-SG contained 

Wheatstone Bridge components necessary to complete quarter, half or fiill bridge strain 

gauges as necessary. In addition, digital I/O and pulse counts could be passed to the PCI-

603 IE and thence to Lab VIEW for processing and visual display of results. One of the 

PC-DIO-24 digital I/O was connected through a CB-50LP accessory board to the position 

transducers. The other PC-DIO-24 digital I/O board was utilized as computer input for 

the incremental optical encoder previously developed by Suwanee Boonmung, 1998, for 

longitudinal position measurement of the soil bin carriage. 

3.2.2 Sensor and Interface Update 

The horizontal and vertical positions of the toolbar and the penetrometer and the 

vertical only position of the roller/ tiller, were measured with ratiometric Celesco PTIOI 

cable-extension position transducers driven with a 10 volt source (See Appendix J). The 

transducer voltage outputs were digitized through an ADS7824 ADC (analog to digital 

converter)(See Appendix K). Tapping the ADS7824 Reference input/output 2.5-volt 

source provided a constant power source for the transducers. When connected through a 
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MAX400 Ultra Low Offset Voltage Operational Amplifier set with a gain of four, a 

precise 10-voIt source resulted (See Appendix K). 

The ADS7824's 12-bit capability gave a theoretical precision of 0.25 mm over the 

1 meter range of the position transducers. In actual usage, the bipolar ADC used one bit 

for sign of the voltage. Thus, only an 11 bit resolution of the voltage ladder was 

available to theoretically achieve a precision of 0.5 mm. The ADS7824 is limited to four 

analog input channels so two identical IC's were necessary to convert the five channels of 

the soil bin sensors. Two 74HC373 Octal Latching Bus Drivers (See Appendix K) were 

used to buffer the ADC's output and tri-state the signal for asynchronous transfer to the 

program when requested. 

A control panel was designed and built to provide a mechanism to easily 

designate which of the mechanized fiinctions on the Soil Bin carriage was to be 

measured. This device must easily and clearly designate the function to be accomplished 

in a way that was neither ambiguous nor confusing to the operator. Thus, a rotaiy 12-

position switch was chosen as the human interface mechanism. The simple switch 

selection by the operator would then initiate, with the aid of digital logic, the 

interrogation of the proper linear actuator to measure the progress of the chosen 

motorized function. Digital logic chips (See Appendix K) were used to select control 

lines as per Table 3.2. A I2-volt supply was used with the expectation that future 

expansion of the control panel capability will include 12-volt motor control solenoids. 

Hydraulic fluid temperatures and pressures occurring in the main, double 

cartridge pump and in the subsequent hydraulic system were measured with current loop 
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Switch Function Sensor Type Control Lines ADS57824 
Position (A2, AI, AO) IN Address 
0 All Off none 000 none 
1 Roller/Tiller analog (voltage) 110 A1N2 
2 Rod Drive count (digital) none none 
3 Toolbar, Horizontal analog (volt^e) 001 AlNl 
4 Toolbar, Vertical analog (voltage) 010 A1N2 
5 Penetrometer, 

Vertical 
analog (voltage) Oil  A1N3 

6 Penetrometer, 
Horizontal 

analog (voltage) 101 AlNl 

Figure 3.2. Control line settings delineated in the Control Panel. 

sensors. Current signals are immune to stray electrical interference and do not decrease 

due to conductor resistance, as would voltage transmission. Both of these positive 

features of current signals were needed as sensor lead wire lengths were in excess of 35 

m and multiple twisted pair wires were placed in close bundles of necessity. 

AD590 temperature transducers with an output of Ijaa / °K were used to 

determine the temperature of the hydraulic fluid (See Appendix J). Temperatures were 

taken in the reservoir and at the main drive motor, both in the motor pressure line and in 

the motor case drain line. A current measuring resistor of 10 kn was used to measure the 

current signal from the LM590 sensors. Thus, an output range of 0 — 5 volts would 

indicate a temperature range of 0 -500° K i.e. a temperature of 0° C would provide a 2.73 

volts signal with a 1°C resolution of 0.01 volts. This voltage was then input to the PCI-

603 IE DAQ for visual output on a Lab VIEW front panel display. 

The pressures in the hydraulic circuits on the soil bin were measured in five 

different locations with OMEGADYNE PX41 Series current-loop pressure transmitters. 

These sensors are rated at 20 MPa and have a 4 — 20 ma output over the 20 MPa range 
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with an excitation voltage between 10 to 40 volts dc (See Appendix J). A VPR420 

Converter was used to convert the 4 — 20 milli-ampere output of the pressure transmitters 

to a 0 — 5 volt range before being acquired by the PCI-603 IE (See Appendix L). Two 

transmitters were installed on the hydraulic pump to sense the output pressure from each 

of the two cartridge sections. The hydraulic pressures applied to the forward rotation of 

the main propulsion motor and the soil preparation tiller motor was measured with two 

additional pressure transmitters. The hydraulic rams controlling the packing roller had 

the fifth transmitter placed in the down-pressure side of the hydraulic circuit in order to 

measure the soil packing force being created by the roller. 

The soil resistance forces exerted on the penetrometer cone were measured with 

the existing INTERFACE model SM 110 kg capacity strain gauge (See Appendix J). 

The Wheatstone bridges and op-amps included in the PCI-603 IE DAQ were utilized to 

ascertain and amplify the outputs of the strain gauge to the 0-5 v range desired. 

An induction pickup was installed with a 40 tooth gear on the output shaft of the 

motor driving the rotating rod. The resulting voltage signal was conditioned using a 

LM31 IB voltage comparator to shape the signal to a sharpened square wave (See 

Appendix K). A CD4093, Schmitt Trigger (See Appendix K) then delivered a high logic 

TTL signal to be counted with a counter circuit in the PCI-603 IE DAQ, using available 

Lab VIEW software, to indicate a compaction rod speed in RPM. 
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3.3. Lab VIEW Validation and Calibration 

Although Lab VIEW is composed of precise and accurate components, the results 

of compounded internal calculations of overly precise inputs lead to an output that is 

visibly stable only in the first few significant digits. Lab VIEW documentation indicates 

that this is "internal dither " and is useful in smoothing digital stepping in the output. 

It was assumed that a portion of the noise was a function of common 60 hertz 

electrical fields and could be dampened out with the proper procedure. One method to 

minimize 60 Hz pickup would be to integrate reading over several cycles. The sampling 

rate should be divisible by the common fi-equency, in this case 60 Hz. One of the 

disadvantages of Lab VIEW however, was that the signal cycle is influenced by the 

complexity of the sampling w. (virtual instrument or computer program controlling the 

data acquisition). Although a basic clock cycle was established by the DAQ card. 

Lab VIEW simply completed a signal acquisition cycle and immediately began another. 

A complex data acquisition scheme involving many sensors therefore slowed the overall 

data sampling fi-equency. Thus, due to inability to control sampling fi-equency explicitly, 

optimum 60 Hz rejection was difficult in Lab VIEW. 

Another noise reduction solution tried was to "average" many data points hoping 

that the deviation of the averages will be smaller than the average of the deviations of the 

single readings. It was found that averaging 1500 output values would result in a stable 

reading over at least one more significant digit. Temperature values, for example, could 

be stabilized to within 0.5°C by averaging whereas the output varied by at least 1°C 

without averaging. Similarly, the strain gauge outputs could be read to within 0.25 kg 
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with averaged results. All of these operations were carried out within the confines of 

Lab VIEW programming with only the final resulting numbers copied to the computer 

files. 

Strain gauge calibration was checked twice after the initial setting with no 

appreciable output deviations. Position transducer results were checked once after 

initialization and no deviation was found. 

3.4. Soil 

3.4.1 Soil Moisture 

Soil moisture levels were determined by drying and weighing samples taken from 

the soil bin. Five samples of between 100 and 200 mg each were taken for each 

compaction trial. These samples were wet weighed and then dried at 106° C for 24 

hours. After a dry weight was taken, the amount of water evaporated from the sample 

was divided by the dry weight in order to determine the percentage of moisture (Mass 

Wetness or MW) in the original sample. The values for the five replications were then 

averaged to get a soil moisture value. 

3.4.2. Soil Classification 

The soil medium in the soil bin was classified by the Soil Water and 

Environmental Science Department of the University of Arizona to be a fine sandy loam 

composed of 70% sand, 10% silt and 20 % clay. 

3.4.3 Soil Preparation 

Before any trials could be made, the soil medium in the soil bin had to be brought 

to a steady and consistent state of compaction. The roto-tiller, mounted on the prep 



carriage, was operated at the maximum depth of 30 cm. The hydraulic motor driven tiller 

was operated at maximum available rotational speed and at a forward speed of about 75 

cm/min. Faster forward speeds would cause the hydraulic line pressure to exceed 6500 

kPa, which caused the motor to stall. 

Due to the inherent operating characteristics of a roto-tiller, soil was moved 

rearward by the rotating tines. In order to facilitate the necessary return of soil to the 

original location and to expedite leveling of the soil, an adjustable leveling blade was 

installed between the tiller and the packing roller. Thus, the volume of soil displaced by 

the tiller could be manually shoveled onto the prepared bed and pulled back to the donor 

end of the bin with the mechanical blade. The leveling blade also was used to maintain 

the elevation level of the soil medium to within 0.25 cm for each subsequent trial. The 

values reported by the linear extension transducer assigned to the tiller/roller were used 

as a basis for determining the elevation of the roller. The roller elevation was referenced 

to a datum plane, which was chosen as the top of the rails. Thus, the soil level could be 

maintained at a constant elevation for all tests. These datum values could be visually 

read directly on the Lab VIEW front panel and were copied to file for easy access and 

further reference. 

3.5. Compacting Rod 

The original idea of using a subsurface rotating rod to create a compacted layer 

came from the use of "rod weeders" in dry land wheat producing areas. These, usually 

square, rods measure 2.25 or 2.5 cm on a side and are rotated in a direction to lift the soil 

upward over the rod. A slightly compacted layer advantageous in seedbed preparation 



forms under the rod. Thus, a square rod, 2.5 cm on a side was chosen for the initial tests. 

Since the flat surfaces of the square rods often encrusted with soil, causing the square rod 

to become round, a round 3 cm rod was also chosen for investigation. Additionally, a 

larger diameter of the rod should cause an increase in compaction because of increased 

friction forces (See Appendix D); thus, a 5 cm diameter rod was also evaluated. Initial 

tests were made with the rod turning both upwards and downwards in relation to direction 

of travel. It was thought that the soil to rod friction of the downward turning rod would 

cause more soil to pass under the rod and thus cause a higher Cone Index or greater 

compaction (See Appendix D). 

A commercially available John Deere rod-weeder drive boot and a support 

bearing assembly were adapted to the soil bin toolbar (See Appendix C). A 0.8 kW (one 

horsepower) variable-speed DC motor was initially installed to drive the rod. A 2.5 cm 

square rod, which is an agricultural standard size, plus 3 cm and 5 cm round rods were 

utilized in the project. After the 0.8 kW variable-speed DC motor proved to be 

insufficient, a 4 kW (5 hp) 240 volt 3-phase single speed motor was installed. During 

prefatory runs with the 0.8 kW variable speed motor running at 125 and 250 rpm, it was 

found that 250 rpm induced more compaction than slower speeds. Thus, the single-speed 

4 kW motor was installed such that the rod rpm remained at about 250 rpm. 

3.6. Research Procedure 

The effects of two compaction rod variables were investigated- The first variable 

was the character of the rod itself. The physical shapes of the rod (square or round), 

directions of rotation (upward or downward rotation in the soil) and rotational speed were 
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considered. The second variable was the soil moisture or mass wetness of the soil. The 

effect of soil moisture on the compacting effects of two specific forms of compaction 

rods, the 3 cm and 5 cm diameter round rods, was investigated. 

3.6.1. Trials 

Five Trials were made to test compacting rod characteristics. The efiGcacy of two 

compacting rods shapes, two compacting rod sizes, and two compacting rod rotational 

speeds. A soil moisture content of about 12 % was recorded during the period that these 

trials were being completed. The five trials were: 

1. 3 cm square rod turning upward at 125 rpm 
2. 3 cm square rod turning downward at 125 rpm 
3. 3 cm square rod turning downward at 250 rpm 
4. 3 cm round rod turning downward at 250 rpm 
5. 5 cm round rod turning downward at 250 rpm 

These five trials indicated that 3 cm and 5 cm diameter downward turning round 

rods were effective in increasing Cone Index values. It was also shown that a rotational 

speed of about 250-rpm was the most advantageous. In order to investigate the effects of 

varied soil moisture levels, 11 additional trials were made. 

1. 3 cm round rod turning downward at 250 rpm with 18.9% MW 
2. 3 cm round rod turning downward at 250 rpm with 15.3 % MW 
3. 5 cm round rod turning downward at 250 rpm with 15.3 % MW 
4. 3 cm round rod turning downward at 250 rpm with 13.9 % MW 
5. 5 cm round rod turning downward at 250 rpm with 13.9 % MW 
6. 3 cm round rod turning downward at 250 rpm with 12.0% MW 
7. 5 cm round rod turning downward at 250 rpm with 12.0 % MW 
8. 3 cm round rod turning downward at 250 rpm with 10.2 % MW 
9. 5 cm round rod turning downward at 250 rpm with 10.2 % MW 
10. 3 cm round rod turning downward at 250 rpm with 08.4 % MW 
11.5 cm round rod turning downward at  250 rpm with 08.4 % MW 
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The soil was wetted to field saturated conditions and allowed to slowly dry and 

trials performed at intervals. The trials were stopped when a very dry state was reached 

at which the soil could not be compacted. The drying process took about 2 months time. 

About every week two compaction trials, one each for the 3 cm and 5 cm rods, were 

made and the soil moisture level recorded. Each complete trial took about one hour to 

complete. 

3.6.2. Treatments 

Each trial was composed of six treatments. The first treatment. Preparation, was 

performed on the prepared, tilled and leveled soil with no fixrther compaction. The soil 

was not tilled again during the trial but was leveled after each treatment. The second 

treatment. Pass 1, was the first pass through the soil bin with the compacting rod. The 

third treatment. Pass 2, consisted of an additional operation of the compacting rod set at 

the same depth and speed as the preceding one. The last treatments. Pass 3, Pass 4 and 

Pass 5 were completed with three additional operations of the compacting rod run the 

same as the preceding passes. 

3.6.3. Soil Profiles 

Five compaction profiles were created for each treatment. Each compaction 

profile was developed with a single insertion of the cone penetrometer. Lab VIEW 

progranmiing transformed the penetrometer forces into Cones Index values and plotted 

them against the concurrent cone penetration depths. The resulting Cone Index vs. Depth 

into the Soil compaction profile was immediately displayed on the computer screen. The 

operator could approve the replication and continue or outliers could be quickly 
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recognized and possibly replaced- At the same time. Lab VIEW recorded the cone index 

and depth information plus the soil bin coordinates of the penetration to a computer file. 

The recorded information was transferred to Excel and a Cone Index vs. Depth 

into the Soil compaction profile was developed for each of the insertions. A composite 

chart for the each trial was then constructed. The composite charts made for each trial 

was statistically analyzed to determine whether there were significant differences in 

ordered groupings of the compaction profiles (See Appendix A). 

3.7. Compaction Measurement 

3.7.1. Penetrometer Operation 

The Soil Cone Penetrometer was the instrument used to measure the soil 

compaction levels during each of the trials. The ASAE accepts the soil cone 

penetrometer as an accepted measurement of soil mechanical properties. The ASAE 

standard cone is defined with a base area of 0.5 square inches (3.2 sq. cm) and a 30 

degree included angle on the cone tip. An insertion rate into the soil of 72 inches per 

minute or about 1800 millimeters per minute is prescribed (See Appendix A). The force 

required to drive the penetrometer cone into the soil at the constant given rate divided by 

the area of the base of the penetrometer cone results in the cone index with units of 

pressure. 

The soil cone penetrometer was driven into the soil with a ball screw mechanism. 

A 90-voIt dc, 0.4 kW (0.5 hp) variable speed motor drove the screw. The cone insertion 

force was measured by a strain gauge mounted at the top of the penetrometer shaft. The 

strain gauge was calibrated with 0.9, 2.3 and 22.7 kg (2.0, 10.0 and 50.0 pound) weights 
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hung from the strain gauge (negative force). The positive or upward force on the strain 

gauge was checked with a 68.2 kg (150.0 lb.) capacity platform scale that was certified 

accurate to 0.04 kg (0.1 pound). At the maximum scale capacity. Lab VIEW indicated 

forces of 68.2 kg (150 lb.) were found to be within 0.4 kg (1.0 lb.) of the standard scale 

reading. Noise (dither) generated within the Lab VIEW hardware DAQ could only be 

quieted to 0.04 kg (0.1 lb.) at any weight, so the calibration was deemed adequate for the 

purpose at hand. 

The insertion rate of the cone was determined by numerically dividing the 

distance inserted by the time period of measurement. Since insertion speed was found 

not be of significance to cone index values (Sudduth, et al, 2000), the insertion speed was 

only displayed on the LavVEEW front panel only and not stored to a file. Thus, once the 

insertion speed was set on the control rheostat, the rheostat setting was not changed 

throughout the entire experiment. 

The distance that the cone traveled downward was measured periodically (about 

every 0.75 cm of insertion distance) with the linear transducer and the value relative to 

the datum plane (main soil bin rail) was stored to file. The soil surface was maintained 

± 0.25 cm of a predetermined distance below the datum with the leveling blade. The 

actual penetration distance of the cone into the soil was determined by subtracting the 

known distance of the soil surface below the datum plane from the measured 

displacement of the cone from the datum. When the penetrometer reached the selected 

depth at the end of each insertion the distance of cone penetration into the soil and the 

penetration force were immediately plotted on a graphical display as ordinate and 



abscissa respectively. Thus, any anomalies or inconsistencies could be caught 

immediately from this real time plot and the penetrometer insertion repeated if necessary. 

The raw data was at the same time copied to a computer file where it was stored for 

further analysis later. 

3.7.2. Penetrometer Insertion Spacing 

The position of each cone penetrometer insertion should ideally be at least 0.2 m 

from any previous one. However, bin size constrained spacing of replicate penetrometer 

compaction profile measurements or penetrometer insertions. In addition, since a 

compacting rod treatment was made between each of the insertion series, some of the soil 

disturbing effects of a penetrometer insertion was thought to be lessened. Thus, a 

minimum of 0.1 m between insertions was adopted for the soil bin trials. The following 

method was used in order to minimize the effects of adjacent insertions. 

The 1 m wide soil bin was divided into three longitudinal parts: two edge sections 

of 0.25 m each and a center section of 0.5 m. The edge sections were not used. The 

center section was roughly divided laterally into 6 channels of about 0.08 m. The 

operator assigned each treatment to a channel for the trial at hand. The assignments meet 

two criteria: not starting in the same channel as the previous trial and not adjacent to the 

previous treatment channel. The longitudinal distances between the insertions were 

spaced between 0.2 and 0.5 m at the operators discretion. The total distance over the five 

penetrometer insertions per treatment did not exceed 2.5 m and all trials were performed 

in the same 2.5 m length of the bin. 
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3.8. Statistical Analysis 

The soil preparation tiller could till to a depth of about 30 cm. Below this level a 

very hard, compacted layer developed which affected the soil cone penetrometer as the 

tip started to enter it. Thus, all statistical calculations were made with compaction 

profiles made up of Cone Index values obtained in the top 26 cm of the soil. 

There are two areas of interest for statistical analysis. First, are the compaction 

profiles of each treatment statistically similar? Second, if the compaction profiles of each 

treatment are similar, are the treatments themselves statistically similar? Each of these 

questions is easily answered with a one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) table. In 

the first question an F statistic is computed fi^om the between-population Sum of Squares 

divided by the within-population Sum of Squares. The standard deviation of each of the 

profiles is being compared to the standard deviation of all 5 profiles of the treatment 

grouped together. The critical F statistic value is dependent upon the p-value (probability-

value i.e. 0.05) chosen and upon the degrees of freedom or number of data points in the 

within-population and the number of profiles created for the between-population. If the 

degrees of freedom are known and an F statistic calculated, a corresponding p-value can 

be found. Comparison of this p-value to the desired value indicates whether the 

populations, compaction profiles in this case, belong to the same field. Computer 

programs such as the statistical package contained in EXCEL make it unnecessary to 

know the value of the F statistic itself. The resultant p-value is easier to compare as it is 

unaffected with degrees of freedom. 
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A single-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was made of each grouping of 5 

compaction profiles for each of the six treatments in each of the 16 trials. A p-value less 

than 0.05 indicated a 95% confidence that profiles belonged to the same field while a p-

value greater than 0.05 would indicate that the profiles did not belong to the same field. 

Similarly, the standard deviations of a treatment (5 profiles) were compared to the 

combined standard deviations of itself and an adjacent treatment (10 profiles) with a 

second ANOVA. It was ascertained whether or not the profiles were all statistically the 

same (See Appendix E). Then an ANOVA of the grouped profile values of adjacent 

treatments was made, i.e. the five profiles of Pass 1 and the five profiles of Pass 2. Since 

the compacting rods were always run 13 cm below the surface of the soil, the soil 

between zero and 10 cm in depth was always in a loosened state. Consequently, profile 

values obtained in the top 10 cm of soil were not considered when comparing compaction 

profile values between adjacent treatments. At a 95% confidence level, a p-value less 

than 0.05 attested that the two treatments were not significantly different and thus no 

significant additional compaction had occurred. However, a p-value greater than 0.05 

afl&rmed that the two treatments were significantly different at a 95% level and 

significant additional compaction had occurred. Even though the degrees of fi^eedom and 

resulting F statistic were different fi^om the first ANOVA, the desired p-values are the 

same. A fiill development of the compaction profiles in one treatment of one trial is 

shown in Appendix E. 
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IV. TESTING WITH A NULL HYPOTHESIS 

Three Null Hypotheses were tested. 

1. A horizontal subsurface rotating rod will not cause an increase in soil cone 

index. 

2. A repeated operation of the horizontal rotating rod will not result in 

increased soil cone indexes. 

3. Soil water content is not relevant to the resultant compaction level. 

The first null hjrpothesis tested whether a subsurface rotating rod would cause 

significant compaction in a chosen soil. 

If the first test was rejected, the second null hypothesis would test whether 

repeated operations of the same type, i.e. depth, rod size, direction of rotation and 

rotational speed, of the rotating rod in a chosen soil, would result in significant increases 

in compaction on subsequent passes. 

The third null hypothesis tested the validity of the critical state theory of soil 

mechanics in unsaturated agricultural soils i.e. the soil water content interacts with 

applied shearing stresses and major principal stresses to affect the compacted state. 

The three null-hypotheses were tested at a 5% confidence level. Thus, F 

distribution levels greater than that indicated for the degrees of fi^eedom implicit in the 

experiment and calculated for the 5% level will be an indication that the null-hypothesis 

were rejected-
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1. Results 

5.1.1. Rod Characteristics 

The square rod, the upward turning rod rotation and the 125 rpm rotational speed 

were all shown in the ANOVA table. Figure 5.1, to be ineffective rod characteristics (See 

Appendix F). Each failed to compact evenly or to compact further with additional rod 

Hq — Values belong to same field if p> 0.05 

H-t — Values DO NOT belong to the same field, p < 0.05 

Rod Configuration 

Treatment 
Compare 

Treatments 

2.5 cm 
Square 
Up @ 
125 rom 

2.5 cm 
Square 

Down @ 
125 rpm 

2.5 cm 
Square 
Down 
0250 

3 cm 
Round 

Down @ 
250 rc3m 

5 cm 
Round 

Down @ 
250 rpm 

Prepared Within 0.794 0.688 0.130 0.130 0.315 

Pass 1 

Within 0.001 0.865 0.739 0.684 0.777 

Pass 1 Between 0.015"̂  0.000 0.000 0.000"̂  0.000"̂  

Pass 2 

Within 0.850 0.972 0.000"̂  0.895 0.953 

Pass 2 Between 0.956 0.081 0.000"̂  O.OOO"̂  0.000"̂  

Pass 3 

Within 0.801 0.978 0.797 0.003 0.703 

Pass 3 Between 0.950 0.693 0.000 " 0.000"̂  0.000 

Pass 4 

Within N/A 0.806 0.685 0.903 0.938 

Pass 4 Between N/A 0.368 0.689 0.00 0"̂  0.00 0"̂  

Pass 5 

Within N/A 0.268 0.980 0.851 0.389 

Pass 5 Between N/A 0.193 0.445 0.380 0.02 5* 

Figure 5.1. Analysis of Variance p-values found in the compaction profiles for 
the six treatments in each of the five trials on rod characteristics. 

passes. However, the 3 cm and 5 cm diameter downward turning round rods rotating at 

250 rpm were effective in increasing compaction profile Cone Index values. The 5 cm 

round downward turning rod had significantly increasing values of compaction profiles 

through all treatments and had significantly the same compaction profiles for each 
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treatment. The 3 cm round downward turning rod was nearly as successful with one 

within and one between treatment failing the significance test. 

The first two Null Hypothesis: a horizontal subsurface rotating rod will not cause 

an increase in soil cone index-, and a repeated operation of the horizontal rotating rod 

will not result in increased soil cone indexes, are rejected with compacting rod 

characteristics of a round 5 cm diameter rod turning downward at 250 rpm. 

In order to investigate the effects of varied soil moisture levels, 11 additional 

trials were made using the 3 cm and 5 cm downward turning rods turning at 250 rpm. 

5.1.2. Soil Moisture Effects 

At field capacity (18.9% MW) the soil surface was sticky and could not be 

smoothly leveled with the blade. Attempts at creating a compaction layer proved futile as 

no effect on the compaction profile could be affected with additional treatments. Thus, 

only four treatments were completed on the 18.9% MW trial and only the 3 cm rod was 

used. At the next trial a week later, with soil moisture content of about 15 % MW, all 

procedures were completed with little trouble. The trials were done at soil moisture 

levels of 18.9% (sticky), 15.3%, 13.9%, 12.0%, 10.2% and 8.4% (very dry). Results of 

these varying soil moisture trials are shown in Appendix G. 

It may be seen from the 3 cm round rod ANOVA table. Figure 5.2, that all of the 

compaction profiles, with the exception of one at 18.9 % soil moisture, were significantly 

belonging to the same field. Only at the 12.1 % soil moisture level were all of the 

treatments significantly different from adjacent ones. 
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The 5 cm rod had consistent significant similarity in compaction profiles at the 5 

% level. The 5 cm rod also had a consistent significantly higher compaction profiles for 

adjacent treatments at the 5 % level for all trials, except for the lowest soil moisture level. 

Ho — Values belong to same field if p> 0.05 

Hi — Values DO NOT belong to the same field, p < 0.05 

Compare 
Treatments 

Soil Moisure, % 
Treatment 

Compare 
Treatments 15.3 13.9 12.1 10.2 8.4 

Prepared Within 0.639 0.440 0.965 0.996 0.943 

Pass 1 Within 0.958 0.993 0.995 0.977 0.978 Pass 1 
Previous 0.000 0.00 o"  ̂ 0.00 0* 0.00 o" 0.000 ̂  

Pass 2 Within 0.992 0.985 0.997 0.996 0.999 Pass 2 
Previous 0.000 0.000  ̂ 0.000 0.000 0.923 

Pass 3 Within 0.982 0.992 0.973 0.995 0.999 Pass 3 
Previous 0.000 0.011  ̂ 0.011 0.009 ̂  0.633 

Pass 4 Within 0.730 0.998 0.998 0.992 0.955 Pass 4 
Previous 0.000 0.067 0.00 o" 0.032 ̂  0.984 

Pass 5 Within 0.985 0.999 0.991 0.996 0.830 Pass 5 
Previous 0.00 o"" 0.010 0.329 0.018"  ̂ 0.398 

Figure 5.2. Analysis of Variance p-values found in the compaction profiles for 
the six treatments in each of the 5 trials for soil moisture for the 5 cm rod. 

At the 8.4% MW no increase in compaction profiles occurred after the second pass with 

the either size compacting rod. 

The third Null Hypothesis: soil water content is not relevant to the resultant 

compaction level, is rejected by both rod sizes in Figure G.14. Thus, all three of the null 

hypotheses have been rejected. 
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5.2. Discussion 

The upward turning rod was not a good compaction configuration because it 

moved most of the soil over itself and did not force enough under the rod to compact it 

very much. The square rod did create measurable compaction, but the flat surfaces filled 

with moist soil thus lowering the fiiction forces acting between the soil and the rod. This 

probably resulted in less soil being forced under the rod resulting in less compaction to 

the underlying soil. The rotational speed difference in compaction is probably due to 

greater energy imparted to the soil through greater fiiction forces due to higher peripheral 

rod speeds. 

5.2.1. Soil Moisture EfTects on Soil Compaction 

The Cone Index vs. Soil Moisture plot as shown in Appendix H and in Figure 5.3 

shows that the highest soil compaction occurs at medium soil moisture levels. Dry soil is 

difficult to compact and extremely wet soil is likewise difficult to compact. The Proctor 

soil compaction test (Appendix H and Figure 5.4), which is used in construction to 

ascertain the optimum moisture level for maximum compaction, is shaped much the same 

way. The Proctor test indicates that the greater energy transmitted to the soil, the greater 

the compaction will be at a given soil moisture level. Additionally, the higher energy 

level used in compaction will result in the maximum compaction occurring at a lower soil 

moisture level. 

The standard deviation of the CI values for the two rod diameters indicate that the 

plotted CI values do not overlap and are indeed far apart. The general shape of the results 

of the rotating rod Cone Index vs. Soil Moisture chart. Figure 5.3, does coincide with that 
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of the Proctor Test, Figure 5.4. It may be seen that the larger, 5 cm, rod is evidently 

transmitting more energy to the soil than is the smaller, 3 cm, rod. This may be explained 

by either the higher peripheral speed, f(ca,d), due to the larger diameter, or to the larger 

Cone Index vs Moisture Content for 3 cm and 5 cm Round Rods 

1.20 
3 cm Round 

- 3 cm Plus StdDev 
- 3 cm Less StdOev 
"5 cm Round 
—5 cm Plus StdDev 
-5 cm Less StdOev 

1.00 

s. s 

I 0.60 
u 

V 

0.40 

0.20 

0.00 

4.0 0.0 2.0 6.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 

Mass Wetness, % 

Figure 5^. Maximum Cone Index: values obtained at each of the tested soil 
moisture levels. 

soil wedge (Appendix D) forced under the rod, also due to the larger diameter. Either 

way the soil-metal frictional forces are exerting more energy to the soil than does the 

smaller diameter rod. It would be expected that the 5 cm rod would show maximum 

Cone Index at lower soil moisture than would the 3 cm rod. Even though the standard 

deviations shown in Figure 5.3 are large, indicating uncertainty in the plotted compaction 
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PROCTOR TEST REPORT 

—r 
139 

o 

Figure 5.4. The Proctor Test is used in the construction industry to maximize 
compaction of foundation soils. The higher of the two compaction lines in 
this generic rendering result from more energy imparted to the soil. High 
and low soil water content result in lower dry density or compaction. 

profile values, it would be difficult to determine that the 5 cm maximum is at a lower 

MW than the 3 cm maximum Cone Index. 

S.2.2. Critical State Theory 

The Critical State Theory in Unsaturated Soils (See Appendix A) as postulated by 

Leeson and Campbell, (1983) implies that initially, the soil will withstand a higher 

deviatoric stress, R (soil normal loading), before decreasing specific volume, V 
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(deforming or higher cone index), as the soil spherical pressure, P (matrix potential or 

soil moisture), increases. After the Critical State Line is reached, an increased specific 

volume will result from increased matrix pressure. The maximum combination of R, V, 

and P is called a Critical State Boundary (Appendix A). Thus, for a constant normal 

loading (deviatoric stress) as the critical state surface is followed, an increase in soil 

moisture (spherical pressure) will cause a decrease in specific volume (measurable as an 

increase in Cone Index). A further increase in soil moisture will result in an increase in 

specific volume, which may be interpreted as a lessening in soil compaction. 

This phenomenon was observed in the soil moisture trials (Figure 5.3). The 

critical state theory of soil mechanics was upheld as the third Null Hypothesis: soil water 

content is not relevant to the resultant compaction level, was rejected. 



VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The objective of this project was to develop a method to create a representative 

compaction layer deep beneath the surface of the soil bin medium in a controlled 

laboratory situation. In field operations such a compaction layer could occur with 

repeated tillage operations, such as occurs with a plow sole, or with vehicular traffic. 

Wet subsoil and dry surface conditions, as routinely occur with subsurface drip irrigation, 

can result in a compacted layer forming at some depth in the soil as the moisture level of 

the soil and the loading stress within the soil reach the critical state level and compaction 

will occur. With the increased popularity of subsurface drip irrigation, this phenomenon 

could cause unsuspected compaction problems especially in fields without dedicated 

trafific patterns i.e. conventional practices in alfalfa production. Laboratory investigation 

of these possible problems with the application of predetermined soil profiles could find 

methods to lessen the impact of this real problem. 

The economic importance of this study can be illustrated by the adoption of 

precision agriculture techniques in which only necessary production inputs are provided. 

Adverse economic conditions are causing agricultural producers to adopt energy and cost 

saving methods of production. In times past, severely compacted soil layers were 

routinely loosened with tillage. As profit margins tighten, the need for extra trips across 

the field will be examined even more closely. Thus, awareness of possible causes of 

adverse subsurface soil conditions and the methods of avoidance can benefit farmers. 
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6.1. Conclusion 

It was shown that repeated operation of a subsurface rotating rod, specifically a 5 

cm round downward turning rod operating at 250 rpm could consistently make a 

compacted layer of soil. Repeated operation would increase the Cone Index of the 

compacted layer. Increasing soil moisture or mass wetness from a very dry condition, 

resulted in greater compaction of the soil until a critical soil moisture level was reached, 

after which increased soil moisture resulted in decreased compaction potential. 

6.2. Recommendations 

Further study of this method of producing a compacted soil layer is 

recommended. This study investigated only one soil type and other soils should be 

investigated. Combinations of depths of rod operation may also increase the efficacy of 

the operation. 

The overall operation of the soil bin was very demanding of the operator. Several 

functions had to be performed in an exact sequence for Lab VIEW to properly access the 

correct sensor. An example would be if the control box switch were not turned fi^om 

Roller, indicating soil datum height, to Penetrometer, measuring penetrometer depth, a 

value would be read from the wrong extension transducer and duly recorded. The 

extension of the control box circuits to include monitoring the positioning motors would 

improve the testing operation. Electrical relays could be connected to the circuits to 

energize only the proper motor for the desired sensing circuit. 

Sensor signal noise was an ongoing problem and 60 Hz contamination was 

suspected as a cause. Although long term averaging lessened sensor signal noise levels. 



the lack of control over the sampling rate precluded the use of optimum 60 Hz rejection 

sampling frequencies. The sensor sampling rate of Lab VIEW was affected by the 

complexity of the program and Lab VIEW had no method to explicitly set the sampling 

frequency. A way of establishing the sampling rate would be extremely helpful in 

alleviating the noise problem. 

It has been conclusively shown that this method of creating predetermined soil 

profiles works effectively. Although each soil medium used in a soil bin would have to 

be calibrated with preliminary trials, a compacted layer could be easily attained. Multi-

depth treatments were not attempted in this study. Further work in the area of multi-level 

treatments would seem likely to result in greater flexibility in the compaction and soil 

profiles that could be obtained. 
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APPENDIX A - SOIL MECHANICS THEORY 

One method of describing forces within a medium is the state of stress at a point. 

For this method to be applicable, the material must be assumed to be continuous, without 

holes or gaps. In reality, the soil is a porous, granular material with many pores and 

voids. The mechanics of the continuum may be applicable however, if the smallest area 

to be discussed is physically much larger than the individual pores or aggregates of the 

soil. 

A.l. Stress 

A quick review of vector and tensor applications may be helpful. The vector sum 

of the forces F acting on a point O lying in the plane of a small area A4 can be 

determined. The stress vector T at point O is defined as the calculus limit of F to A4 as 

AA shrinks to zero. 

T = l i m ^  0 )  
M. >0 

Due to the requirement for the continuum, the area must be continuous for this 

limit to exist and have physical meaning. The stress vector T may be broken into 

components that are normal (normal stress, a) and tangential (shearing stress, x) to the 

plane. The associated plane is indicated with appropriate subscripts. Designating the 

stress vectors on three mutually perpendicular planes requires nine vectors and as such 
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becomes a tensor. Tensor analysis may then be used to further investigate the stresses 

acting on a soil (actually a soil continuum). 

X  

Figure A.l. Normal and shearing stresses shown on a unit volume. 
The nine stress vectors shown will combine to form a single stress tensor. The 
axes can then be rotated such that all shear stresses (x) are set to zero and only the 
principal normal stress ai, CT2 and 03 acting in the direction of the principal axis 
remain. 

From symmetry and equilibrium, it can be shown that Xxy = Tyx, Txz = Tzx and Xyz = 

Tzy. A property of the stress tensor is that all shear stresses may be set to zero with the 

proper rotation of the coordinate axis. Thus, only normal stresses will act on the three 

mutually perpendicular planes. These normal stresses then become the principal stresses 

acting in the direction of the principal axis of the stress state. Mean normal stress, am is 

defined as 

z 

(2) 
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where Ox, cjy and ciz are the principal stresses. Since the stress tensor is invariant of the 

axis orientation, the following relationship is also true 

where CTi, Oj and as are the normal stresses referring to any coordinate axes of the stress 

state. 

A condition where each normal stress is equal to the mean normal stress - similar 

to the stress state in water at rest or hydrostatic - is called a spherical state of stress. 

Subtraction of the spherical stress from the total stress leaves a deviatoric stress or stress 

deviator. Spherical stress is usually associated with volume change and deviatoric stress 

is associated with a change in shape in theories of elasticity and plasticity (Vanden Berg, 

et al, 1958). 

A.2. Strain 

Longitudinal strain is defined as 

where lo = initial length of a line element 
I = final length after straining 
s = longitudinal strain. 

DiflFerential calculus allows longitudinal strain to be expressed as 

(3) 

(5) 
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where ck. and d[ are the differential values of 8 and 1 as defined above. 

A major assumption for small strain theory is that strains are limited to small 

values such that squares and products of the values can be safely ignored. In the case of 

soil mechanics much larger strains are often encountered. In order to extend the 

usefulness of small strain theory to larger strains the incremental equation defining strain 

may be redefined as 

d s = j  (6) 

where J is a common designation of natural longitudinal strain. Natural strain is defined 

as the incremental change in length divided by the instantaneous length being considered 

whereas conventional small strain is defined as the incremental change in length divided 

by the original length, which remains a constant. Integrating equation 6 

S=\Tiy  (7)  
'o 

Solving for— from equation 4 and substituting in equation 7 gives 
^0 

e = ln(\ + e), (8) 

which is the relationship between the natural and the conventional strain systems. By 

analogy, natural shearing strain is defines as 

f = ln(\+r) (9) 

where y is conventional shearing strain and y is natural shearing strain (Gill and Vanden 

Berg, 1967). 
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A.3. Critical State Theory 

The critical state theory of soil mechanics relates soil stresses to soil strains for all 

soil textures (Roscoe, 1970). This theory relates specific volume of the soil, V, to 

spherical pressure, P, and deviatoric stress, R. These parameters are defined as 

where p is the density of the soil particles, Dbd is the dry bulk density of the soil, and ai, 

02, and <T3 are the principal stresses. Any soil pore water pressure or tension is included 

in the effective stresses R and P. Thus, a soil state boundary surface may be developed in 

three dimensional P, V, and R space. Figure A.2. 

All combinations ofP, V and R that the soil can withstand without yielding are 

enclosed in the volume beneath the soil state boundary surface. The locus of points 

representing the maximum deviatoric stress, R, that a soil can withstand at various 

combinations of specific volume and spherical pressure is the critical state line (CSL). If 

P is sustained at the critical state, the soil behaves as a frictional fluid and distorts without 

fiirther changes in R and V. The virgin compression line (VCL) is the path followed by 

initially loose soils that are undergoing simple compression (R=0). 

The manner in which the soil fails is determined by the direction in which the 

state path of the soil approaches the CSL. Plastic failure is undergone in soils that follow 

state paths approaching the CSL from the VCL. On the other hand, soils fail in a brittle. 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
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Figure A.2. State boundary surface of saturated soil in P, V, R space. 
The critical state line (CSL) represents maximum R before failure. The virgin 
compression line (VCL) represents R=0, loose soils undergoing simple 
compression. The critical state wall segregates the failure mode of the soil: 
plastic if the state path of the soil approaches the CSL from the VCL or brittle and 
dilating if the state path of the soil approaches from the origin side. 

dilating manner as they follow state paths which approach the CSL from the side nearest 

the origin and the soil adjacent to the failure planes reach the critical state. The critical 

state wall is a "wall" dropped perpendicularly from the CSL to the P,V plane and forms a 

boundary between these two manners of failure (Leeson and Campbell, 1983). 

A.4. Critical State Theory in Unsaturated Soils 

Leeson and Campbell, (1983) postulated that the position of the CSL and VSL 

would modify in unsaturated soils thus changing the shape of the soil state boundary 

surfece. They found that as the water content of an unsaturated soil increased the 

susceptibility of compaction increased as shown in Figure A.3. 
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VCU 

Specific 

Figure A .̂ State boundary surfaces of saturated and unsaturated soils in P,V, 
R space. 

Unsaturated soils show a change in both CSL and VSL, modifying the soil state 
boundary surface. As the water content of an unsaturated soil increases, the 
susceptibih'ty of compaction increases. 
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APPENDIX B - SOIL CONE PENETROMETER 

The following is excerpted from the ASAE Standard: ASAE S313.1 SOIL CONE 

PENETROMETER adopted 1975. "The soil cone penetrometer is recommended as a 

measuring device to provide a standard uniform method of characterizing the penetration 

resistance of soils. The force required to press the 30° circular cone through the soil, 

expressed in pounds per square inch or kilograms per square centimeter, is an index of 

soil strength called the 'cone index'. The cone is pushed into the soil at a uniform rate of 

approximately 72 in. per min (about 1800 mm per min). The surface reading is measured 

at the instant the base of the cone is flush with the soil surface. Subsequent readings 

should be made continuously or as frequently as possible while maintaining a 72 in. per 

min (1800 mm per min) penetration rate..." (ASAE Standard, 1984)(See Figure B.l). 

The insertion force on the cone divided by the area of the cone results in the Cone 

Index with units of pressure, psi or MPa. The insertion force of the cone into the soil was 

measured with a strain gauge. The cone was inserted about 30 cm into the soil with the 

depth into the soil measured with an extension transducer. The data signals were 

acquired by Lab VIEW, the actual force and depth were found, and Cone Index 

calculated. A plot of Depth vs. Cone Index or "compaction profile" was displayed on the 

computer monitor immediately when the cone reached maximum depth. 
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Figure B.l. Dimensioned drawing of ASA£ Standard soil cone penetrometer. 
The spaced markings on the shaft are useful when visually observing the 
penetration depth; therefore, they were not necessary in this project that used 
extension transducers to measure the cone depth. When in use the cone is driven 
into the soil at a uniform rate of approximately 72 in. per min (about 1800 mm per 
min). The insertion force divided by the area of the cone, in this case 0.5 in^ (3.22 
cm^) results in the Cone Index with units of pressure, psi or Pa. 
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APPENDIX C - SOIL BIN 

These pictures show many of the working parts of the University of Arizona soil 

bin. The bin is approximately 15 m long, 1 m wide and 0.7 m deep. It is of the stationary 

bin type and uses a 10 cm square box rail atop each side of the bin. The tool carriage, 

which sits astride the bin on the two rails, is drawn with a cable that is driven by a sheave 

coupled to a hydraulic motor. The soil preparation carriage or 'prep-cart' is unpowered 

but can be manually connected to and powered by the tool carriage with a quick 

connecting hook arrangement. It is equipped with a hydraulic motor driven rotary tiller 

and a compacting roller. The rotary tiller and the compacting roller are situated on 

opposite ends of a tilting arm assembly, thus one pair of hydraulic cylinders will control 

both, with opposite movements of each, i.e. one up the other down. A 10 kW electric 

motor powers the hydraulic system. An adjustable leveling blade is equipped with a 

regulating quadrant that enables the blade to be positioned anywhere from 5 cm above to 

5 cm below the level of the roller. Thus, soil displaced by the rotary tiller can be quickly 

pulled back to the opposite end of the bin and the soil surface elevation can be easily 

maintained at a given level. 
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Figure C.l. Side view of soil bin apparatus. The propulsion cables can be seen 
running along side the soil bin sides. The [v )̂aration cart, contained in the 
right hand A-fiame, could be separated from the main cart on the left. 
Hydraulic hoses, electric power and electronic signal wires were supported in 
an accordion looping style from both ends of the bin. 



Figure C .̂ Rototiller mounted on the preparation cart The tines penetrated 
approximately 30 cm into tiie soil. Forward tilling speed of the rototiller was 
about 75 cm per minute. 
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Figure C3. The penetrometer cone and shaft can be clearly seen in this picture. 
Vertical movement was provided with tiie screw seen just to the left of tiie 
penetrometer shaft Lateral movement was made manually. C l̂e extension 
transducers, the wiiite boxes seen at die top of die î otogr^h, measured both 
lateral and vertical position of tiie penetrometer cone. The computer CPU 
case is seen in die center of the A-fiame. 
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F^re C.4. Compacting rod showing ̂  blue supporting toolbar, white shanks, 
red spring cushion clamps and green drive boot The shanks, clamps and drive 
boot were all commercially available units. The support rail, which was used 
as a datum level for the soil elevation, is cleariy shown here. 
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Figure CS. Side view of the compacting rod showing the blue toolbar, white 
shanks, red spring cushion clamps and green drive boot rod and support 
bearing hold .̂ The computer k^board and control switch box are shown in 
the right center of the photograph. 
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F^reC.6. Rear view of the compacting rod. The vertical and horizontal guide 
rods can be seen above the rod. The vertical drive screw is visible between the 
vertical guides while the horizontal screw is hidden between tiie horizontal 
guides. The soil bin rails, used as a soil elevation datum level can be easily 
seen. The computer screen, switch box and keyboard are seen at the right side 
of the photograph. 
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Figure C. 7. The 4 kW 3-phase electric motor that turned the compacting rod is 
shown in the center of the picture. The large yellow shield to its left enclosed 
a belt and chain reduction that resulted in a fî  rod speed of250 rpm. The 
toolbar vertical and horizontal cable extension position transducers at the top 
of &e photograph measured both lateral and vertical position of the toolbar. 
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Figure C.8. Top view of the roller, leveling blade and rototiller. The red lever arm 
and torque shaft was connected to tiie leveling blade with short links. An 
adjustment quadrant left of the lever arm allowed die blade to be positioned 5 
cm above to S cm below tibe bottom of the roller. The swing aim with the 
roller attached at one end and the rototiller attached to the other is pivoted by 
the two hydraulic cylinders seen in tiie picture. 
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APPENDIX D - SOIL WEDGES WITH ROTATING RODS 

When moving a horizontal rod through the soil a small wedge of soil forms in 

front of the rod (Harrison, 1980). Friction between the soil and the rod cause this wedge 

to form. Soil particles must be displaced vertically in order to create a passageway for 

the rod. The soil will separate at the point of the soil wedge with the particles lying 

above the separation plane flowing over the rod and those lying under the separation 

plane being forced under the rod. The soil particles forced under the rod will be 

compacted. The direction of the rod rotation will affect the location of the soil wedge 

and the separation plane. The friction between the soil particles and the rod will cause 

more particles to move upward, thus effectively lowering the separation plane. 

Conversely, with a downward turning rod the soil particle to rod friction will cause more 

soil particles to move downward, thus raising the separation plane. Thus, a downward 

rotating rod will cause more soil to pass under the rod, resulting in a higher compaction. 

Figure D.l on the following page will demonstrate the effect opposite rotations have on 

the separation plane and the accompanying soil wedge. The magnitude of the vertical 

movement of the separation plane will depend upon the shape and speed of the rod as 

well as the moisture content of the soil. 
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Figure D.l. Soil wedges with rotating rods. 
The upward rotating rod at the left showing the effect of soil-rod friction lifting 
more soil over the rod, leaving a small portion to be forced under the rod. The 
downward rotating rod on the right, on the other hand, shows the soil-rod fiiction 
forces pushing more soil down and raising the plane of separation. The higher the 
plane of separation above the bottom of the rod, the more soil must pass under the 
rod and the more compacted it will become. 
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APPENDIX E - SAMPLE COMPACTION PROFILE 

CALCULATIONS 

The Trial taken with the 5 cm rod turning downward will be used for sample trial 

calculations. The Trial was run between 9 and 10 am on August 8, 2000. The soil 

moisture taken that day was 10.75% mass wetness or the mass of extracted water divided 

by the mass of dry soil. The soil was tilled 30 cm deep with a tiller forward speed of 

about 75 cm per minute. The soil surface was leveled at 11.5 cm below the soil bin rails 

or datum. Five penetrometer insertions were spaced unequally in the 2.5 m testing 

section of the soil bin with the Preparation treatment in order to create five compaction 

profiles of the tilled soil with variables of Cone Index and depth into the soil. 

The center of the 5 cm compacting rod was positioned 12.7 cm below the surface 

of the soil and dov>-nward with rotational speed of about 250 rpm. The rotating rod was 

moved forward through the soil medium at a speed of about 2.75 m per minute for a 

distance of 5 m. Five compaction profiles (penetrometer insertions) were taken over the 

2.5 m testing part of the bin for the treatment Pass 1. Similarly, treatments Pass 2, Pass 

3, Pass 4 and Pass 5 were completed with the compacting rod set at 12.7 cm below the 

soil surface. Five compaction profiles were taken on each treatment and recorded to a 

comma delineated computer file. In this case the six Treatment files were called 

<PenetrometerA808B01> ... <PenetrometerA808B06>. 

The file <PenetrometerA 808B01> (treatment Preparation) was brought into 

Excel and displayed in columnar fonn. The raw data recorded in English units was 



converted into SI metric units in adjacent columns. The spreadsheet was visually 

scrutinized and empty rows were added between compaction profile records. (This trick 

enables Excel to plot successive profiles as separate curves while creating only one chart 

with Excel.) Cone Indexes associated with soil depths between 0.0 and 25.999 cm were 

highlighted. The resulting spreadsheet is shown beginning as Figure E.l. 

A table was formed with the CI values fi^om each of the replications as columns. 

Assuming that each of the CI values in the rows of the table were taken at approximately 

the same depth, a column of average Cone Index values for each depth increment was 

also created (Figure E.l). 

The table of Cone Indices and soil depths was used in a Single Factor Analysis of 

Variance (ANOVA) with 4 degrees of fi-eedom between groups and 145 degrees of 

fi-eedom within groups (Figure E.3). A p-value of 0.31 between groups indicates that at 

the 95% confidence level, the replications are all part of the same grouping. Thus, the 

Preparation treatment can be though of as uniformly compacted. 

Afl;er each of the five treatment levels have been developed and analyzed in this 

method, a Single Variable ANOVA was run on a combined tabulation of Cone Indexes 

between successive treatments (Figure E.4). Thus, the significance differences of Cone 

Indices of two successive treatments could be determined. This was done to determine if 

repeating a compaction treatment would result in significantly higher compaction. Since 

the rod was always run 12.7 cm deep, the top 10 cm of soil in the soil bin was always in a 

much loosened state. Thus, statistical analysis was done only on CI values obtained 

between 10 and 25 cm deep. 
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The ANOVA showed 9 degrees of freedom between groups and 287 degrees of 

freedom within groups (Figure E.5). A p-value of 0.00 indicated that at 95% confidence 

level, the groups were not the same. Thus, the Pass 1 treatment did significantly add 

compaction to the soil from the Preparation level. Each successive paring of Treatments 

were analyzed in the same manner (Figure E.6). Therefore, each treatment belongs to the 

same group at the 95% confidence level (within p-values). Furthermore, each analysis of 

two successive Treatments showed that the Treatments did not belong to the same group 

at the 95% confidence level. Thus, successive operations of the 5 cm compacting rod, in 

these soil conditions, does result in increased compaction. 

A chart showing each compaction profile for each treatment for all recorded 

depths is shown in Figure E.7. A similar chart showing only the average values above 25 

cm depth for each treatment in shown in Figure E.8. 
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Figure E.l. Raw data imported from computer files. 
A comma delineated file was copied into Excel with Cone Index as psi and 

instantaneous Depth in inches. Conversion to SI units yielded Cone Index as MPa 
and Depth in cm. Values of CI occurring at depths of 0.00 to 25.99 cm were 
highlighted for further analysis. Empty rows were added between compaction 
profile data sets, thus a compaction profile was formed for each insertion. 

Cone Index Depth Cone Index Depth 
psi in MPa cm 

-0.393 0.027 0.069 
-0.256 0.245^^^^^® 0.622 
-0.141 0-441 1.120 
-0.186 0.659^^^^^  ̂ 1.674 
-0.368 0.876 2.225 
0.208 1.073^^^1^  ̂ 2.725 
0.825 1.29^^^^  ̂ 3.277 
1.317 1.508^^^^^P 3.830 
1.892 1.705^^^^^g 4.331 
2.682 1.966^^^^  ̂ 4.994 
3.671 
4.636 2.38 

5.436 
6.045 

5.56 6.543 
6.531 
7.393 2.99^^^^  ̂

7.097 
7.595 

7.969 
8.373 3.404 

8.204 
8.646 

8.761 
8.573 

9.200 
9.754 

8.89 
8.84 

10.307 
10.805 

9.438 4.472^^PaOeSli 11.359 
9.501 4.668 11.857 
9.479 4.864 12.355 
9.882 12.908 

10.309 13.462 
10.476 14.016 
10.999 5.714^^^^^  ̂ 14.514 
11.256 5.954 15.123 

11.5 6.i5g^^a  ̂ 15.621 
12.101 6.346 16.119 
12.378 16.728 
12.921 6.782 17.226 
13.484 17.780 

14.1 7.218^^P^^P 18.334 
14.52 7 436^^^^ !̂ 18.887 

15.576 7.632 19.385 
16.104 7.828^^^^  ̂ 19.883 
16.635 20.493 
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17.372 
17.718 
18.169 
18.929 
19.263 
20.17 

20.596 
20.833 
21.418 
22.136 
22.798 
23.621 
24.602 
26.305 
28.672 
35.441 
46.488 
60.887 

81.16 
110.205 
145.127 
180.492 

8.242 
8.438 
8.678^^^^^-
8.8961 
9.092| 
9.2881 
9.5061 
9.724| 
9.942! 

20.935 
21.433 
22.042 
22.596 
23.094 
23.592 
24.145 
24.699 
25.253 
25.695 
26.304 
26.858 
27.244 
27.910 
28.463 
29.017 
29.571 
30.013 
30.622 
31.120 
31.618 
32.228 

0.012 
-0.063 
0.098 
0.364 
0.213 
1.002 

I.438 
2.271 
3.278 
4.341 
5.565 
6.448 
7.973 
8.292 
9.06 

9.315 
9.671 

10.655 
10.414 
10.799 
II.16 

11.046 
10.942 
11.671 
12.022 

0.136 
0.311 

378^^£ECffl9S 
1.596 
1.813 
2.031 
2.228 
2.445 
2.663 
2.859 
3.077 
3.295 
3.513 
3.709 
3.884 
4.145 
4.341 
4.559 
4.777 
4.973 
5.169 

0.345 
0.787 
1.341 
1.895 
2.449 
2.946 
3.500 
4.054 
4.605 
5.159 
5.659 
6.210 
6.764 
7.262 
7.816 
8.369 
8.923 
9.421 
9.865 

10.528 
11.026 
11.580 
12.134 
12.631 
13.129 
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12.744 
13.099 
13.398 
13.026 
13.337 
13.179 
13.593 
14.446 
14.682 
15.777 
16.308 
16.798 
17.172 
17.967 
18.33 
18.14 

18.835 
19.41 

20.171 
20.964 
21.209 
21.727 
23.019 
23.113 
23.952 
25.415 
26.415 
27.839 
30.833 
38.684 
49.794 
68.079 
93.361 

133.636 
190.8 

5.366  ̂
5.605 
5.801 
5.997 
6.237 
6.433 
6.673 
6.869 
7.065 
7.283 
7.479 
7.719 
7.937 
8.133 
8.351 
8.525 
8.743 

9.135 
9.375 
9.528 

9-985 
10.203 ̂ pb4t59ai; 
10.399 
10.639 
10.835 
11.075 
11.293 
11.489 
11.707 
11.925 
12.121 
12.361 
12.513 

0.1651 
0.1752 
0.1821 
0.1919 
0.2126 
0.2667 
0.3433 
0.4694 
0.6437 
0.9214 
1.3155 

13.630 
14.237 
14.735 
15.232 
15.842 
16.340 
16.949 
17.447 
17.945 
18.499 
18.997 
19.606 
20.160 

20.658 
21.212 
21.654 
22.207 
22.705 
23.203 
23.813 
24.201 
24.920 
25.362 
25.916 
26.413 
27.023 
27.521 
28.131 
28.684 
29.182 
29.736 
30.290 
30.787 
31.397 
31.783 

-0.288 

-0.288 

-0.167 
0.112 

0.557 
0.927 
1.555 
2.321 
3.258 
4.351 
5.605 
6.381 

0.027 
0.245 
0.441 
0.659 
0.876 
1.094 

1.508 
1.705 

2.14^^^^P 
2.358^^^^ 

0.069 
0.622 
1.120 
1.674 
2.225 
2.779 
3.277 
3.830 
4.331 
4.994 
5.436 
5.989 



7.228 
7.92 

8.255 
8.948 
9.215 
9.568 
9.939 
10.03 

10.449 
10.64 

11.087 
11.526 
12.013 
12.032 
12.324 
13.141 
13.392 
13.783 
14.265 
14-901 
15.309 
15.712 
16.123 
16.194 
16.592 
17.293 
17.74 

18.273 
18.974 
19.672 
19.985 
20.957 
21.086 
21.909 
22.492 
23.076 
23.718 
24.025 
24.984 
26.227 
27.647 
30.057 
36.137 
49.444 
68.575 
91.213 

119.174 
151.579 

mstrSas 

Piii 

6.346^^ 
6.586 
6.804 

7.218 
7.4361 
7.632 
7.806 
8.068 

8.242 

8.678 
8.896 

9.484 

0.1723 
0.1808 
0.1906 
0.2072 
0.2492 
0.3409 
0.4728 
0.6289 
0.8217 
1.0451 

6.543 
7.041 
7.595 
8.148 
8.702 
9.200 
9.754 

10.307 
10.805 
11.415 
11.857 
12.466 
12.964 
13.462 
14.016 
14.514 
15.123 
15.565 
16.119 
16.728 
17.282 
17.780 
18.334 
18.887 
19.385 
19.827 
20.493 
20.935 
21.488 
22.042 
22.596 
23.150 
23.536 
24.089 
24.643 
25.253 
25.751 
26.304 
26.858 
27.244 
27.910 
28.463 
29.017 
29.571 
30.013 
30.622 
31.120 
31.674 



184.078 1Z688 1.2692 32.228 

-0.424 
-0.141 
-0.269 
0.031 
0.283 
0.775 
1.355 
2.097 
3.068 
4.343 
5.335 
6.627 
7.863 
8.949 
9.719 

10.059 
10.335 
10.34 

10.648 
10.65 

10.555 
10.678 
10.643 
10.798 
10.929 
11.068 
11.117 
11.639 
12.279 
12.463 
12.719 
13.196 
13.795 
14.412 
14.956 
15.388 
16.075 
16.394 
17.327 
17.962 
18.601 
19.17 

19.694 
20.608 
21.451 
22.085 

-0.017 

0.419^^SMffi 
0.6151 
0.833 

1.269 
1.465 
1.683 
1.922 

2-315p^^^ 
2.5331 

3.186 
3.382 

3.818 
4.014 
4.232 

UW4 
4.646 
4.864 

5.2781 cJftW 
5.496 
5.692 
5.932 

-0.043 
0.511 
1.064 
1.562 
2.116 
2.670 
3.223 
3.721 
4.275 
4.882 
5.326 
5.880 
6.434 
6.988 
7.485 
8.092 
8.590 
9.144 
9.698 

10.196 
10.749 
11.303 
11.801 
12.355 
12.852 
13.406 
13.960 
14.458 
15.067 
15.565 
16.063 
16.673 
17.226 
17.724 
18.278 
18.832 
19.329 
19.827 
20.437 
20.935 
21.488 
21.986 
22.540 
23.094 
23.536 
24.089 
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15.234 
15.465 
15.927 
16.627 
16.825 
17.551 
M.Tll 
18.195 
19.03 

19.879 
20.375 
21.026 
21.494 
21.614 
22.243 
22.929 
23.681 
24.263 
25.285 
26.027 
27.618 
30.381 
37.49 

52.023 
69.236 
89.891 

118.685 
154.205 
194.545 

6.t 

0.1673 
0.1743 
0.1795 
0.1904 
0.2095 
0.2585 
0.3587 
0.4774 
0.6198 
0.8183 
1.0632 
1.3413 

17.282 
17.780 
18.334 
18.887 
19.441 
19.939 
20.493 
21.046 
21.600 
22.098 
22.652 
23.150 
23.647 
24.145 
24.808 
25.309 
25.806 
26.413 
26.914 
27.356 
28.019 
28.572 
29.017 
29.680 
30.178 
30.731 
31.285 
31.727 
32.337 
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Figure E.2. Cone Index (MPa) tabulated for each compaction profile plus 
average Cone Index (MPa) and associated depths (cm). 

Avg Depth 
Cf 

-0.0027 0.0001 -0.0020 -0.0029 -0.0019 -0.0019 0.0686 
-0.0018 -0.0004 -0.0020 -0.0010 -0.0011 -0.0012 0.6223 
-0.0010 0.0007 -0.0012 -0.0019 0.0001 -0.0006 1.1201 

-0.0013 0.0025 0.0008 0.0002 0.0017 0.0008 1.6739 
-0.0025 0.0015 0.0038 0.0020 0.0035 0.0016 2.2250 
0.0014 0.0069 0.0064 0.0053 0.0066 0.0053 2.7254 
0.0057 0.0099 0.0107 0.0093 0.0103 0.0092 3.2766 
0.0091 0.0157 0.0160 0.0145 0.0146 0.0140 3.8303 
0.0130 0.0226 0.0225 0.0212 0.0200 0.0199 4.3307 

0.0185 0.0299 0.0300 0.0299 0.0251 0.0267 4.9936 
0.0253 0.0384 0.0386 0.0368 0.0333 0.0345 5.4356 
0.0320 0.0445 0.0440 0.0457 0.0421 0.0417 6.0452 

0.0383 0.0550 0.0498 0.0542 0.0522 0.0499 6.5430 
0.0450 0.0572 0.0546 0.0617 0.0651 0.0567 7.0968 
0.0510 0.0625 0.0569 0.0670 0.0684 0.0612 7.5946 
0.0549 0.0642 0.0617 0.0694 0.0683 0.0637 8.2042 
0.0577 0.0667 0.0635 0.0713 0.0706 0.0660 8.6462 

0.0604 0.0735 0.0660 0.0713 0.0710 0.0684 9.1999 
0.0591 0.0718 0.0685 0.0734 0.0765 0.0699 9.7536 
0.0613 0.0745 0.0692 0.0734 0.0761 0.0709 10.3073 
0.0610 0.0769 0.0720 0.0728 0.0749 0.0715 10.8052 
0.0651 0.0762 0.0734 0.0736 0.0783 0.0733 11.3589 
0.0655 0.0754 0.0764 0.0734 0.0835 0.0749 11.8567 
0.0654 0.0805 0.0795 0.0745 0.0882 0.0776 12.3546 
0.0681 0.0829 0.0828 0.0754 0.0907 0.0800 12.9083 

0.0711 0.0879 0.0830 0.0763 0.0910 0.0819 13.4620 
0.0722 0.0903 0.0850 0.0766 0.0898 0.0828 14.0157 
0.0758 0.0924 0.0906 0.0802 0.0906 0.0859 14.5136 
0.0776 0.0898 0.0923 0.0847 0.0965 0.0882 15.1232 
0.0793 0.0920 0.0950 0.0859 0.0981 0.0901 15.6210 
0.0834 0.0909 0.0984 0.0877 0.0991 0.0919 16.1188 
0.0853 0.0937 0.1027 0.0910 0.1017 0.0949 16.7284 
0.0891 0.0996 0.1056 0.0951 0.1050 0.0989 17.2263 
0.0930 0.1012 0.1083 0.0994 0.1066 0.1017 17.7800 
0.0972 0.1088 0.1112 0.1031 0.1098 0.1060 18.3337 
0.1001 0.1124 0.1117 0.1061 0.1146 0.1090 18.8874 
0.1074 0.1158 0.1144 0.1108 0.1160 0.1129 19.3853 

0.1110 0.1184 0.1192 0.1130 0.1210 0.1165 19.8831 
0.1147 0.1239 0.1223 0.1195 0.1225 0.1206 20.4927 
0.1198 0.1264 0.1260 0.1238 0.1255 0.1243 20.9347 
0.1222 0.1251 0.1308 0.1283 0.1312 0.1275 21.4325 
0.1253 0.1299 0.1356 0.1322 0.1371 0.1320 22.0421 
0.1305 0.1338 0.1378 0.1358 0.1405 0.1357 22.5958 



0.1328 0.1391 0.1445 0.1421 0.1450 0.1407 23.0937 
0.1391 0.1445 0.1454 0.1479 0.1482 0.1450 23.5915 
0.1420 0.1462 0.1511 0.1523 0.1490 0.1481 24.1452 
0.1436 0.1498 0.1551 0.1559 0.1534 0.1516 24.6990 
0.1477 0.1587 0.1591 0.1636 0.1581 0.1574 25.2527 
0.1526 0.1594 0.1635 0.1672 0.1633 0.1612 25.6946 



Anova: Single Factor 

SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 

Column 1 30 2.818 0.094 0.001 
Column 2 30 3.123 0.104 0.001 
Column 3 30 3.154 0.105 0.001 
Column 4 30 3.035 0.101 0.001 
Column 5 30 3.231 0.108 0.001 

ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0.003 4 0.0008 1.196 0.315 2.434 
Within Groups 0.101 145 0.0007 

Total 0.105 149 

Figure E.3. ANOVA Single Factor analysis of Cone Indices for five 
compaction profiles. 

Thirty discrete depth values for the Preparation Treatment with the 5 cm 
downward turning rod are shown. The resulting p-value is greater than 0.05 
meaning that the soundings all belong to the same group at a 95 % confidence 
level. 
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0.0591 0.0718 
0.0613 0.0745 
0.0610 0.0769 
0.0651 0.0762 
0.0655 0.0754 
0.0654 0.0805 
0.0681 0.0829 
0.0711 0.0879 
0.0722 0.0903 
0.0758 0.0924 
0.0776 0.0898 
0.0793 0.0920 
0.0834 0.0909 
0.0853 0.0937 
0.0891 0.0996 
0.0930 0.1012 
0.0972 0.1088 
0.1001 0.1124 
0.1074 0.1158 
0.1110 0.1184 
0.1147 0.1239 
0.1198 0.1264 
0.1222 0.1251 
0.1253 0.1299 
0.1305 0.1338 
0.1328 0.1391 
0.1391 0.1445 
0.1420 0.1462 
0.1436 0.1498 
0.1477 0.1587 
0.1526 0.1594 

0.0685 0.0734 
0.0692 0.0734 
0.0720 0.0728 
0.0734 0.0736 
0.0764 0.0734 
0.0795 0.0745 
0.0828 0.0754 
0.0830 0.0763 
0.0850 0.0766 
0.0906 0.0802 
0.0923 0.0847 
0.0950 0.0859 
0.0984 0.0877 
0.1027 0.0910 
0.1056 0.0951 
0.1083 0.0994 
0.1112 0.1031 
0.1117 0.1061 
0.1144 0.1108 
0.1192 0.1130 
0.1223 0.1195 
0.1260 0.1238 
0.1308 0.1283 
0.1356 0.1322 
0.1378 0.1358 
0.1445 0.1421 
0.1454 0.1479 
0.1511 0.1523 
0.1551 0.1559 
0.1591 0.1636 
0.1635 0.1672 

0.0765 0.0333 
0.0761 0.0395 
0.0749 0.0520 
0.0783 0.0719 
0.0835 0.0985 
0.0882 0.1317 
0.0907 0.1671 
0.0910 0.2003 
0.0898 0.2275 
0.0906 0.2478 
0.0965 0.2581 
0.0981 0.2661 
0.0991 0.2717 
0.1017 0.2720 
0.1050 0.2737 
0.1066 0.2706 
0.1098 0.2629 
0.1146 0.2594 
0.1160 0.2571 
0.1210 0.2580 
0.1225 0.2581 
0.1255 0.2549 
0.1312 0.2559 
0.1371 0.2496 
0.1405 0.2406 
0.1450 0.2371 
0.1482 0.2359 
0.1490 0.2327 
0.1534 0.2314 
0.1581 
0.1633 

0.0366 0.0277 
0.0384 0.0322 
0.0525 0.0481 
0.0760 0.0722 
0.1052 0.1051 
0.1382 0.1376 
0.1700 0.1714 
0.1997 0.2043 
0.2273 0.2293 
0.2410 0.2441 
0.2489 0.2513 
0.2543 0.2565 
0.2568 0.2507 
0.2561 0.2505 
0.2575 0.2486 
0.2548 0.2436 
0.2528 0.2379 
0.2682 0.2338 
0.2734 0.2292 
0.2638 0.2273 
0.2524 0.2302 
0.2370 0.2244 
0.2433 0.2221 
0.2476 0.2221 
0.2526 0.2144 
0.2539 0.2030 
0.2596 0.2044 
0.2588 0.2070 
0.2627 

0.0366 0.0405 
0.0432 0.0514 
0.0551 0.0724 
0.0767 0.0985 
0.1025 0.1255 
0.1347 0.1511 
0.1629 0.1793 
0.1939 0.2036 
0.2189 0.2201 
0.2317 0.2268 
0.2376 0.2346 
0.2407 0.2377 
0.2421 0.2425 
0.2447 0.2458 
0.2479 0.2451 
0.2442 0.2444 
0.2422 0.2415 
0.2389 0.2381 
0.2329 0.2361 
0.2308 0.2327 
0.2231 0.2297 
0.2212 0.2232 
0.2186 0.2209 
0.2151 0.2190 
0.2125 0.2135 
0.2093 0.2095 
0.2113 0.2085 
0.2118 0.2065 

Figure E.4. Tabulation of Cone Index values at discrete depths for two 
successive Treatments, Preparation and Pass 1. 

Each containing five compaction profiles fi-om each Treatment 
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Anova: Single Factor 

SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 

Column 1 31 3.058 0.099 0.001 
Column 2 31 3.368 0.109 0.001 
Column 3 31 3.410 0.110 0.001 
Column 4 31 3.295 0.106 0.001 
Column 5 31 3.482 0.112 0.001 
Column 6 29 6.115 0.211 0.006 
Column 7 29 6.139 0.212 0.006 
Column 8 28 5.429 0.194 0.005 
Column 9 28 5.381 0.192 0.004 
Column 10 28 5.499 0.196 0.004 

ANOVA 
Source of SS df MS F P-value Fcrit 
Variation 

Between Groups 0.668 9 0.074 26.219 0.000 1.913 
Within Groups 0.813 287 0.003 

Total 1.481 296 

Figure E.5. ANOVA Single Factor analysis of Cone Indices between two 
successive Treatments, Preparation and Pass 1. 

Ten compaction profiles covering fi^om 28 to 31 discrete depth values were 
included. The resulting p-value is 0.00, less than 0.05, meaning that the 
compaction profiles do not belong to the same group. This indicates that at a 95% 
confidence that the two treatment Cone Indices are significantly different or that a 
pass with the compacting rod results in significantly higher Cone Indices. 
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Hq — Values belong to same field If p> 0.05 

Hi — Values CX3 NOT belong to the same field, p < 0.05 

Rod 

Treatment 
Compare 

Treatments 

5 cm 
Round 

Down @ 
250 rpm 

Prepared Within 0.315 

Pass 1 

Within 0.777 

Pass 1 Between 0.000 " 

Pass 2 

Within 0.953 

Pass 2 Between 0-000 

Pass 3 

Within 0.703 

Pass 3 Between 0.000 

Pass 4 

Within 0.938 

Pass 4 Between - o.ooo" 

Pass 5 

Within 0.389 

Pass 5 Between 0.025^ 

Figure £.6. Register of p-values for the 5 cm rod over the 6 Treatments 
included in the triaL 

All of the p-values of the "within" Treatments group are greater than 0.05 
showing that for each Treatment all of the compaction profiles were of the same 
group with a 95% confidence. Conversely, all of the p-values found "between" 
Treatments were less than 0.05, indicating that each Treatment had Cone Indices 
that were different fi-om either preceding or following Treatments. Thus, repeated 
operations of the compacting rod resulted in increased Cone Indices in the 
compaction profiles. 
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6 cm Round Rod Turning Downward Q 260 rpm 

Figure E.7. Chart of the five individual compaction profiles found for each of the 
six Treatments. 
The uniformity of the profiles in each Treatment can be seen along with the 
increase in Cone Index with each Treatment level. The profiles in each treatment 
were significantly the same at 95% level for each treatment and the profiles 
between adjacent treatments are significantly different at the 95% level for all of 
the treatments. 
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5 an Round Rod Turning Downward Q 290 rpm 

Cone index, MPa 

Preparation 
Pass 1 
Pass 2 
Pass 3 
Pass 4 
Pass 5 

1.0 

Figure £.8. Chart of averaged compaction profiles. 
These show the increase in Cone Index with successive Treatments or passes of 
the compacting rod. The lack of soil compaction above the rod operating depth of 
7.5 cm is also seen. 
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APPENDIX F - COMPACTION PROFILES AS AFFECTED BY 

ROD CHARACTERISTICS 

Three characteristics of the compacting rod were considered. The physical shape 

of the rod, direction of rotation and rotational speed were investigated. A 3 cm square 

rod along with round rods of 3 cm and 5 cm diameter were considered. Both upward and 

downward rotations were used. Rotation speeds of 125 rpm and 250 rpm were tested. As 

a rod moves through the soil the leading face of an upward turning rod moves upward 

lifting and loosing the soil particles. On the other hand, the leading face of a downward 

turning rod moves downward, dragging more soil particles down with it due to the 

frictional forces. The greater circumferential rod speeds due to greater rotation speed or 

to a larger diameter seemed to impart more energy into the soil through frictional forces 

thus causing higher compaction ratings. Thus, 3 cm and 5 cm round rods turning 

downward at 250 rpm were chosen to be further evaluated in varying soil moisture levels. 

Five Rod Characteristic Trials are shown with the corresponding soil compaction 

profiles. 
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3 cm SqiMfc Rod. Turning UfWMrd Q12S rpm 

ConebMlex, MPa 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

i 
•5 
CO 

0 
1 
t 15 
& 

Preparation 

20 

25 

Figure F.l. Cone index averages of 3 compaction profiles for 3 cm square rod 
turning upward @ 125 rpm. 

Soil conditions on July 10, 2000 run at 9 am with a 3 cm square rod turning 
upward @ 125 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through the soil. The 
soil moisture content during the run was 12 % in the 30 cm of tilled/prepared soil. 
The rod depth was 13 cm in all passes. The compacting rod caused a decrease in 
CI at the 13 cm rod depth. Slight increases in CI are seen with additional passes 
at deeper depths. 
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3 cm Square Rod Turning Downward Q12S rpm 

Cone Index, MPa 

0.4 0.5 0.6 

Figure F.2. Cone index averages of 5 compaction profiles for 3 cm square rod 
turning downward @ 125 rpm. 

Soil conditions on July 10, 2000. Run at 8 am with a 3 cm square rod turning 
downward @ 125 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through the soil. 
The soil moisture content during the run was 12 % in the 30 cm of tilled/prepared 
soil. The rod depth was 13 cm in all passes. A marked increase in CI below the 
rod was noted but passes 4 and 5 do not increase the CI achieved in pass 3. 
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Figure F.3. Cone index averages of 5 compaction profiles for 3 cm square rod 

3 cm Square Rod Turning Dcmnwanl Q 250 rpm 

CofW index, MPa 

0.5 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.0 0.1 02. 0.3 0.8 0.9 1.0 

0 

5 

s 10 

Preparation 
Passi 

——Pass2 
Pass3 
Pass4 

C 15 

20 

25 

turning downward @ 250 rpm. 
Soil conditions on July 10, 2000. Run at 11 am with a 3 cm square rod turning 
downward @ 250 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through the soil. 
The soil moisture content during the run was 12 % in the 30 cm of tilled/prepared 
soil. The rod depth was 13 cm in all passes. A marked increase in CI below the 
rod was noted with each pass producing a progressively higher CI. However, not 
all passes or Treatments had significantly higher CI than preceding Treatments at 
95% confidence interval. 
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3 on Round Rod Turning Downward 0 280 rpm 

0J2 
Cone Index, MPa 

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

Preparation 
Passi 
Pass2 
Pass3 
Pass4 
PassS 

Figure F.4. Cone index averages of 5 comnpaction profiles for 3 cm round rod 
turning downward @ 250 rpm. 

Soil conditions on July 13, 2000. Run at 10:30 am with a 3 cm round rod turning 
downward @ 250 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through the soil. 
The soil moisture content during the run was 12% in the 30 cm of tilled/prepared 
soil. The rod depth was 13 cm in all passes. A marked increase in CI over the 
downward turning square rod was noted. Each pass produced a progressively 
higher CI; however, not all passes or Treatments had significantly higher CI than 
preceding Treatments at 95% confidence interval. 
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5 on Round Rod Turning Downward 0 280 rpm 

Cone Index. MPa 

Preparation 
Pass 1 
Pass 2 
Pass 3 
Pass 4 
Pass 5 

Figure F.5. Cone index averages of 5 compaction profiles for 5 cm round rod 
turning downward @ 250 rpm. 

Soil conditions on August 8,2000. Run at 10 am with a 5 cm square rod turning 
downward @ 250 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through the soil. 
The soil moisture content during the run was 11% in the 30 cm of tilled/prepared 
soil. The rod depth was 13 cm in all passes. A very marked increase in CI below 
the rod was noted with each pass producing a progressively higher CI. All passes 
or Treatments had significantly higher CI at 95% confidence interval, than 
preceding Treatments. 
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Hq — Values belong to same field if p> 0.05 

Hi — Values DO NOT belong to the same field, p < 0.05 

Rod Configuration 

Treatment 
Compare 

Treatments 

Z5 cm 
Square 
Up @ 
125 rpm 

Z5 cm 
Square 

Down @ 
125 rom 

2.5 cm 
Square 
Down 
@250 

3 cm 
Round 

Down @ 
250 rpm 

5 cm 
Round 

Down @ 
250 rpm 

Prepared Within 0.794 0.688 0.130 0.130 0.315 

Pass 1 

Within 0.001 0.865 0.739 0.684 0.777 

Pass 1 Between O.OIS"*" 0.000 0.000"̂  0.000 0.000 "• 

Pass 2 

Within 0.850 0.972 0.000"̂  0.895 0.953 

Pass 2 Between 0.956 0.081 0.000"̂  0.000 0.000 

Pass 3 

Within 0.801 0.978 0.797 0.003 0.703 

Pass 3 Between 0.950 0.693 0.000"̂  0.000"*" 0.000"" 

Pass 4 

Within N/A 0.806 0.685 0.903 0.938 

Pass 4 Between N/A 0.368 0.689 0.00 0"*" 0.00 0"" 

Pass 5 

Within N/A 0.268 0.980 0.851 0.389 

Pass 5 Between N/A 0.193 0.445 0.380 0.025"" 

Figure F.6. Analysis of Variance p-values found in the compaction profiles for 
the six treatments in each of the five trials on rod characteristics. 

In the "Svithin" rows, p-values greater than 0.05 indicate that the compaction 
profiles are significantly the same at a 95 % confidence level. In the "between" 
rows, p-values less than 0.05 (denoted ^ indicate that the compaction profiles 
between two adjacent treatments are significantly different at a 95 % confidence 
level characterizing additional compaction. Only the 5 cm round, downward 
turning 250 rpm rod consistently has within treatment compaction profiles 
significantly the same and has between treatment increase in compaction profile 
significance. The 3 cm round, downward turning 250 rpm rod is nearly as 
successful with one within and one between treatment failing the significance test. 
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COMPACTION PROFILES AS AFFECTED BY 

SOIL MOISTURE 

Two diameters, 3 cm and 5 cm, of round rods rotating downward at 250 rpm were 

evaluated at different soil moisture levels. Soil moisture levels were varied from near 

saturation with 18.9 % mass wetness to 8.4% mass wetness. The highest soil moisture 

level resulted in a sticky, nearly unworkable plastic mass that could not be compacted. 

The lowest soil moisture level was also distinguished as showing little compaction. The 

10 % to 14 % mass wetness range, however, compacted readily. Eleven Soil Moisture 

Trials are shown with the corresponding soil compaction profiles. ANOVA for the 6 

Trials with 3 cm rod and for the 5 Trials with 5 cm rod are also shown. 
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3 cm Round, Downward, 18 J % Moteture 

Figure G.l. Cone index averages of 4 compaction profiles for 3 cm rod @ 
18.9%. 

Soil conditions on July 14, 2000. Run at 11 am with a 3 cm round rod turning 
downward @ 250 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through the soil. 
The soil moisture content during the run was 18.9 % in the 30 cm of 
tilled/prepared soil. The rod depth was 13 cm in all passes. Extremely wet soil 
allowed only a small increase in CI. The Treatments were discontinued after Pass 
3 because no increase in Cone Index values was noted from Pass 2. 
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S cm Round, Dowmward, 1S  ̂%Moisbire 

Cone Index, MPa 

Pass 1 
Pass 2 

Pass4 

Figure G.2. Cone index averages of 5 compaction profiles for 3 cm rod 
15.3%. 

soil conditions on August 21,2000. Run at 9 am with a 3 cm round rod turning 
downward @ 250 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through the soil. 
The soil moisture content during the run was 15.3 % in the 30 cm of 
tilled/prepared soil. The rod depth was 13 cm in ail passes. A marked increase in 
CI below the rod was noted with each pass producing a progressively higher CI. 
However, not all passes or Treatments had significantly higher CI at 95% 
confidence interval, than preceding Treatments. 
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Son Round, Downward, % Moisture 

Cone Index, MPa 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 OS 1 
0 

5 

= 10 
S 
O 

20 

25 

Figure G.3. Cone index averages of 5 compaction profiles for 5 cm rod @ 
15.3%. 

Soil conditions on August 22, 2000. Run at 9 am with a 5 cm round rod turning 
downward @ 250 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through the soil. 
The soil moisture content during the run was 15.3 % in the 30 cm of 
tilled/prepared soil. The rod depth was 13 cm in all passes. A marked increase in 
CI below the rod was noted with each pass producing a progressively higher CI. 
The maximum CI is approaching root retardation levels. However, not all passes 
or Treatments had significantly higher CI at 95% confidence interval, than 
preceding Treatments. 
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3 cm Round, Downvwd, 13  ̂% Mofsturs 

Cone Index, MPa 

Preparation 

Pass3 
Pass 4 

Figure G.4. Cone index averages of 5 compaction profiles for 3 cm rod @ 
13.9%. 

Soil conditions on August 29, 2000. Run at 1 pm with a 3 cm round rod turning 
downward @ 250 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through the soil. 
The soil moisture content during the run was 13.9 % in the 30 cm of 
tilled/prepared soil. The rod depth was 13 cm in all passes. A marked increase in 
CI below the rod was noted with each pass producing a progressively higher CI. 
However, not all passes or Treatments had significantly higher CI at 95% 
confidence interval, than preceding Treatments. 
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S cm RowkI. Dowmnvd. 13̂  % Moisture 

E 
=- 10 
& 
Q 

0.1 0.2 0.3 

Cone Index, MPa 

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
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25 

•Preparation 
•Pass 1 
•Pass 2 
•Pass 3 
•Pass 4 
•Pass 5 

Figure G.5. Cone index averages of 5 compaction profiles for 5 cm rod @ 
13.9%. 

Soil conditions on August 29,2000. Run at 10 am Avith a 5 cm round rod turning 
downward @ 250 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through the soil. 
The soil moisture content during the run was 13.9 % in the 30 cm of 
tilled/prepared soil. The rod depth was 13 cm in all passes. A marked increase in 
CI below the rod was noted with each pass producing a progressively higher CI. 
However, not all passes or Treatments had significantly higher CI at 95% 
confidence interval, than preceding Treatments. 
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3 cm Round, Dawmward. 12.0 % Moisture 

Cone Index, MPa 

O 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 05 0.6 0.7 0.8 05 1 
O 

5 

10 

15 Preparation 

20 
Pass4 

25 

Figure G.6. Cone index averages of 3 compaction profiles for 5 cm rod @ 
12.0%. 

Soil conditions on September 6, 2000. Run at 9 am with a 3 cm round rod turning 
downward @ 250 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through the soil. 
The soil moisture content during the run was 12.0 % in the 30 cm of 
tilled/prepared soil. The rod depth was 13 cm in all passes. A marked increase in 
CI below the rod was noted with each pass producing a progressively higher CI. 
All passes or Treatments had significantly higher CI at 95% confidence interval, 
than preceding Treatments. 
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6 cm Round, Downward, 12.0%Mototijre 

0.2 0.3 

Cone index, MPa 

0.4 0.5 0.6 ar 

Preparation 

Passi 

Pass2 

Pass3 
Pass4 
Pass5 

Figure G.7. Cone index averages of S compaction profiles for 5 cm rod @ 
12.0%. 

Soil conditions on September 6, 2000. Run at 11 am with a 5 cm round rod 
turning downward @ 250 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through 
the soil. The soil moisture content during the run was 12.0 % in the 30 cm of 
tilled/prepared soil. The rod depth was 13 cm in all passes. A marked increase in 
CI below the rod was noted with each pass producing a progressively higher CI. 
Although Cone Index values are approaching root retardation levels, not all passes 
or Treatments had significantly higher CI at 95% confidence interval, than 
preceding Treatments. 
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3 cm Round, Oowmninl, 10  ̂% Moisture 

Cone Index. MPa 

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 05 

Preparation 
Pass 1 
Pass 2 
Pass 3 
Pass 4 
PassS 

Figure G.8. Cone index averages of 5 compaction profiles for 3 cm rod @ 
10.2%. 

Soil conditions on September 13, 2000. Run at 11 am with a 3 cm round rod 
turning downward @ 250 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through 
the soil. The soil moisture content during the run was 10.2 % in the 30 cm of 
tilled/prepared soil. The rod depth was 13 cm in all passes. A marked increase in 
CI below the rod was noted with each pass producing a progressively higher CI. 
However, not all passes or Treatments had significantly higher CI at 95% 
confidence interval, than preceding Treatments. 
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S cm Round. Downward. 10  ̂% Moisture 

Cone Index, MPa 
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Figure G^. Cone index averages of 5 compaction profiles for 5 cm rod @ 
10.2%. 

Soil conditions on September 13, 2000. Run at 9 am with a 5 cm round rod 
turning downward @ 250 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through 
the soil. The soil moisture content during the run was 10.2 % in the 30 cm of 
tilled/prepared soil. The rod depth was 13 cm in all passes. A marked increase in 
CI below the rod was noted with each pass producing a progressively higher CI. 
Maximum CI will tend to impede root growth and all passes or Treatments had 
significantly higher CI at 95% confidence interval, than preceding Treatments. 
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3 cm Round, Oownwanf, 8.4 % Moisture 
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Figure G.IO. Cone index averages of 5 compaction profiles for 3 cm rod @ 
8.4%. 

Soil conditions on September 27, 2000. Run at 9 am with a 3 cm round rod 
turning downward @ 250 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through 
the soil. The soil moisture content during the run was 8.4 % in the 30 cm of 
tilled/prepared soil. The rod depth was 13 cm in all passes. Low soil moisture 
retards compaction. 
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S cm Round, Downward, % Moisture 

Cone Index, MPs 
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Figure G.ll. Cone index averages.of 5 compaction profiles for 5 cm rod @ 
8.4%. 

Soil conditions on September 27, 2000. Run at 11 am with a 5 cm round rod 
turning downward @ 250 rpm and forward speed of 2.75 m per minute through 
the soil. The soil moisture content during the run was 8.4 % in the 30 cm of 
tilled/prepared soil. The rod depth was 13 cm in all passes. Low soil moisture 
reduces compaction 
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ANOVA, 3 cm Round Rod 

Ho — Values belong to same field if p> 0.05 

H-i — Values DO NOT belong to the same field, p < 0.05 * 

Compare 
Treatments 

Soli Moisture, % 
Treatment 

Compare 
Treatments 18.9 15.3 13.9 12.1 10.2 8.4 

Prepared Within 0.213 0.685 0.959 0.904 0.996 0.477 

Pass 1 Within 0.014" 

o.ooo" 
0.954 0.953 0.991 0.992 0.969 Pass 1 

Previous 

0.014" 

o.ooo" 0.000* O.OOl" o.ooo" o.ooo" 0.989 

Pass 2 Within 0.003^ 

o.ooo"^ 
0.985 0.996 0.997 0.932 0.986 Pass 2 

Previous 

0.003^ 

o.ooo"^ 0.000"^ o.ooo" o.ooo" o.ooo" o.ooo" 

Pass 3 Within 0.430 0.997 0.973 0.997 0.999 0.902 Pass 3 
Previous o.ooo" 0.034" 0.016" 0.042" 0.006" O.OOl" 

Pass 4 Within N/A 0.973 0.998 0.507 0.998 0.998 Pass 4 
Previous N/A 0.486 0.055 0.044" 0.782 0.770 

Pass 5 Within N/A 0.991 0.839 0.112 0.985 0.988 Pass 5 
Previous N/A 0.079 0.298 o.ooo" 0.093 0.478 

Figure G.12. Analysis of Variance p-values found in the compaction profiles 
for the six treatments in each of the 6 trials for soil moisture for the 3 cm 
rod. 

In the "within" rows, p-values greater than 0.05 indicate that the compaction 
profiles are significantly the same at a 95 % confidence level. In the "between" 
rows, p-values less than 0.05 (denoted ^ indicate that the compaction profiles 
between two adjacent treatments are significantly different at a 95 % confidence 
level characterizing additional compaction. All of the trials except the 8.4 % soil 
moisture trial consistently have within treatment compaction profiles significantly 
the same and have between treatment increases in compaction profiles 
significance. 
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ANOVA , 5 cm Round Rod 

Ho — Values belong to same field if p> 0.05 

Hi — Values DO NOT belong to the same field, p < 0.05 ^ 

Compare 

Treatments 

Soil Moisure, % 
Treatment 

Compare 

Treatments 15.3 13.9 12.1 10.2 8.4 

Prepared Within 0.639 0.440 0.965 0.996 0.943 

Pass 1 Within 0.958 0.993 0.995 0.977 0.978 Pass 1 
Previous 0.000 0.00 o"^ 0.00 0"^ 0.00 0"^ 0.000 

Pass 2 Within 0.992 0.985 0.997 0.996 0.999 Pass 2 
Previous 0.000 ^ 0.000 0.000 0.000 " 0.923 

Pass 3 Within 0.982 0.992 0.973 0.995 0.999 Pass 3 
Previous 0.000 ^ o

 
b

 

0.011 0.009 0.633 

Pass 4 Within 0.730 0.998 0.998 0.992 0.955 Pass 4 
Previous 0.000 0.067 0.00 o"" 0.032 0.984 

Pass 5 Within 0.985 0.999 0.991 0.996 0.830 Pass 5 
Previous 0.00 0* 0.010 " 0.329 0.018" 0.398 

Figure G.13. Analysis of Variance p-values found in the compaction profiles 
for the six treatments in each of the 5 trials for soil moisture for the 5 cm 
rod. 

In the "within" rows, p-values greater than 0.05 indicate that the compaction 
profiles are significantly the same at a 95 % confidence level. In the "between" 
rows, p-values less than 0.05 (denoted ^ indicate that the compaction profiles 
between two adjacent treatments are significantly diflferent at a 95 % confidence 
level characterizing additional compaction. Only the 12.1 % soil moisture trial 
consistently has within treatment compaction profiles significantly the same and 
has between treatment increase in compaction profiles significance. 
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Cone Index vs Moisture Content for 3 cm and 5 cm Round Rods 

1.40 

1.20 
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Figure G.14. Averaged compaction profiles cone index values plotted 
against the soil mass wetness, MW (soil moisture content). 

The 5 cm rod compacted more than the 3 cm rod at the same MW level. The 
upper and lower thin lines indicate the standard deviation of the compaction 
profiles values that were averaged, thus pointing out possible ranges for the 
central 2/3 of the compaction profiles values. The compaction profiles created by 
the two rod sizes clearly did not overlap. The MW level of the soil, especially 
high and low values, did very obviously influence the compaction profiles of the 
soil. 
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APPENDIX H - SOIL MOISTURE EFFECTS ON SOIL 

COMPACTION 

The Proctor soil compaction test is used in the construction industry to ascertain 

the optimum moisture level for maximum compaction. A known amount of energy is 

transmitted to a soil sample by dropping a prescribed weight a prescribed distance a 

prescribed number of times onto the soil specimen contained in a prescribed container. 

The resulting bulk density of the sample is then plotted against the soil moisture or mass 

wetness of the sample. Two major points can be drawn from the Proctor curves shown. 

The first is that high and low soil moisture levels are difficult to compact. The second is 

that as more energy is transmitted to the soil sample, i.e. more blows, the maximum soil 

bulk density will occur at a lower soil moisture level. 

The Cone Index vs. Soil Moisture Content curve developed in this research easily 

coincides with the first point seen in the Proctor Test, namely that very wet and very dry 

soils do not compact easily. If the larger diameter rod with correspondingly higher 

circumferential speed is consequently assumed to transmit more energy via fiiction to the 

soil, more compaction would be expected with equal soil moistures. The Cone Index vs. 

Soil Moisture Content curve validates this assumption as seen on the following pages. 

However, it is not easily shown that the highest compaction will occur at lower soil 

moisture contents for the highest imparted energy curve. The wide range of standard 

deviations indicate that the plotted data is not necessarily a perfect indicator of possible 

Cone Index values for each soil moisture level. Thus, no real conclusion can be drawn as 

to the soil moisture level at maximum compaction. 
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Cone Index vs Moisture Content for 3 cm and 5 on Round Rods 
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Figure H.1. Maximum Cone Index values obtained at each of the tested soil 
moisture levels. 

Standard Deviations were calculated over all soil profiles taken for each soil 
moisture level. It is seen that the CI values encompassed by the standard 
deviations of each rod do not overlap, thus indicating that the larger 5 cm rod did 
compact the soil more than the smaller 3 cm rod at comparable soil moisture 
levels. Both high and low soil moisture levels permitted low compaction levels. 
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• - 3 cm Plus StdDev 
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PROCTOR TEST REPORT 
159 

J39 

109! 
S.O 

coni'rnl. "!& 
S.5 

Figure H.2. The Proctor Test 
Used in the construction industry to maximize compaction of foundation soils. 
The higher of the two compaction lines in this generic rendering result from more 
energy imparted to the soil. High and low soil water content result in lower dry 
density or compaction. 
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APPENDIX I - LABVIEW BOARDS AND ACCESSORIES 

The E Series multifunctional I/O was chosen because of the 16 bit resolution, 100 

kS/s sampling rate and 16 single ended analog input capabilities. The 8-channel strain 

gauge signal conditioning accessory SC-2043-SG interfaced with the E series FO for up 

to 8 strain gauges and 8 single ended analog inputs. The 6503 Family (DIO-24) digital 

I/O was capable of 24 digital input/output lines. Two DIO-24 accessory boards were 

used to input the digitized signal from the cable extension position transducers and to 

input the digital signal from the optical encoder used for the longitudinal carriage travel 

measurement (Boonmung, 1999). 
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LI. 6503 Family (DlO-24) 
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6503 Family (DIO-24) — Continued 
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6503 Familjr (DlO-24) — Continued 

Specifications 
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1.2. £ Series Multifunction I/O 

E Series Multifunction I/O-
100 kS/s, 16-Bit, 16 or 64 Analog Inputs 
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E Series Muldfunction I/O - Continued 

E Series multiftuction I/O-
100 kSfe, 16-Bit, 16 or 64 Analog Inputs 
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T.3. 8-Cluuinel Stnun Gauge Signal Conditioning Accessory 

S-Channel Strain Gauge 
Signal Conditioning Accessoiy 
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Channel Strain Gauge Signal Conditioning Accessory—Continued 

8-Cliaiiiiel Strain Gauge 
Signal Condftioning Accessory 
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WMnWF^ -

' nsiE.HmE.imEL ' 
WMnWF^ -

' nsiE.HmE.imEL ' 
UMV-llOa UMC-TJOOM. 

pci-i2oa.cMaM-i2oa 
NBI ISotayiigBar 

7 snkmBrivodBtai 

'ThB0«»n«0-iac.iao>ociw<ii«ig3a»M0ii0NB-H00w^n—i« isMCavMapoMMS^zoasc. n«rv>nrmniiiTiii»inn«iiriniii»iMifi*^i>niaiMMiiii»»tmnMiai^ni»i 'wiiii«KinoDMsp<ait.«gsca»cMG>Miiu«iiMni«n*»i-aBt»iat»-iiCMi»a«»J—ia>t>iMO»n»o wiSMPgiUM. iwimm tuiitf •syOCpomermaDe 
Mttl.OMQI I and Cibtog aipMam ivtfia 9C40a4G 
etm Tha nufeig laistaismadMad. »)OU on ctangt m* 
nUbigfangL 

Ihe SC2043  ̂ii powmd by «5 VOC finm ifia CMQ bon> v«a 
iha I/O camgaorar eram ooanil ponKeriuiipiad «<• 9cn«r 
Unntn*. Akhough mcsz ma piDOucB can aipply suffidmt 
cumnt lo powar i>« SC-2043  ̂you <«• nqiAe external 
ponMT whan u*ig tha OAQCvMt-16XE-S0 or CMOPIid-l ZOO. 
cr wtion using man than one SCZCMS-SG boaal wWi a skigk 
pkjg*i board. For man doolad Hianaian on pnjpar aMng. 
seepage 205. (Sm ma ftMarllaqulngnienB in ttit ^BCftaiiarH 
farmore WormaiinnJ 

AOCOCconmncrggnarausma lis VDCnaededIopower 
the cunen ealMion cxcutry A gracn LED Mcaies ital the 

lha SC2043K inckjdai two SOpin ribbon cable connecian-
oneifaianiaositialxMnKoaeaBffSeried OAQboard 
and one thai connects the board to a Lab-PC-1200. 
PCI-1200. OAQCard-1200. or OAQPad-1200. Tabia 1 
summacues Uia appropriale caMe to uie with the OAQ 
product opiora. 

M 
Eatticliannalof eiaSC-2043 înduilaif3ijr juaw larmlnah-
iwo lor woKiga CKiaian oupu and two kipu tamiinais for 
diireramlal sensing of tite bridge signais. These two input 
tenrlnabooniwudhBcHyto-theiJuinpuiiiingenilag input 
channel of the OK} product. The DAQ product must be 
car<igmBdtariiiinii»iiii.ulslnglii«ladniad». 

ki addttn. nearly M VO pins of Oie 1*9*1 DAO boaid are 
I mm Mil III IIIII miiiiiili niMiii TTTunrr fliHf nni it 
the <fgbl pounds and »5 VDC pins Aom Ihe CMQ boeid a* 
not oonneaad u «raw lanranak. Ihoaiaras. jou do not naK) 
adcMionaliarminalionaccassoitasorcabingto accassthe 
unuKd anriog input, aratig oupui. itgiuL or couraar/ttnar 
I/O dgnaH or jour OAQ bcauL INs bovd oto mouns in the 
CA-10Q0. for aam cormectliî aptfatB pea page 457). 

_77708601 

(II*. lOppminS 
BaMn.120a 
8iaiux.3S0Q_ 

_777ia»01 
jrmaxa 

440 ' latiomi InstraMats f>han«:(5T9 7«4OT00*Fic(5T2)6«M41t • 
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Channel Strain Gauge Signal Conditioning Accesaoiy — Continued 

r •Jttin 

S Îhannei Strain Gauge 
Signal Conditioning Accessory 

H--" 

J—U 

8 

1. 

itSM 
All V 

. aIOi 
f—ITSVASXfc &iK<iw, - IS7MA*teZ$^ 

4fiefaaieriZ4om (i-SerTAiqr 4Jk«4 

OtSOM^itXW OI$fiDI1:T991 IQin 

'WwiiMfigM 
•MHtH^iaPQM>*^||ilipi« l»i—1>» WDia<M—Iiiwaporirfiogitym. 

" •atioMi Uwtti—wts 441 
nian«:<512} 794^00 • Fte;^19SU^II • infe#niUnexom • nviMitfWtirHtcom 
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APPENDIX J - SENSOR SPECIFICATION SHEETS 

The following data specification sheets are of the sensor devices incorporated into 

the electronic circuits specifically designed for this research project. If fiirther 

information is desired, all of the specification sheets are available on the Internet at the 

addresses that are shown on each sheet. 



J.l. Cable Extrasion Positioii Transducer 

Cable-Extension Posi t ion Transducer 

Short to Medium Range 
Predsion Potentiometric Output C € 

. 0^-5.-10.-15.-20.-2S.-30.-40.-90.-00.-75.-100 kictiM .ZlklniiEil 

EtodricBl Comwctar MXkigPMKnduded). 
ELECmCM. 

- - - m M »-opuonai onQBs ciPcuKS. P<M«arRalfeig.wailK. 
RsconviMndBd Msadnum VqRibv 

hecuncf. 2 and 5 indi tangB . 10.15and25inctiiangM 20 Inch. 30 kidi. and RasoMtai RspaalabBty 
MECHANKAL 

CiMtTmiiMi 
(OuneH.t30%) 

muuCatIa iflwillnn 
(OmMv) 

0-2.-10.-20 12 11 
0-5.̂ -60 s 2 
o-is.-ao 8 3 
(MO 6 4 
040 13 4 
a>75 10 3 
0-100 8 5 

Opdonal Cabia Tanion. Maaaurfng CaUs Maawrfng CaUe RMng. .OOlMidtc 

Oparitng Ti»(jaiali— T«in)a»al»— CoaWdantofSantlnB Otnianl. HucMty 
Endonra. 

MS310aE-14S«> 
. MS310aC-14S4S 

900.1K.9C&iaKalm 'iiiirnrit njniiiiii n in mrir . 2X> at 7or (danM IB 0 «Mik at290^ 30V 

PT101 
ThePTIOI isavaaaWewHtifiil-scale 
iiwBurnmont ranges from 2 to 100 
incheB. profiling a yoWage faedbacfc 
signai Viat is Ineariy proportianal to 
ttw poslian Of a traveing stainless 
siaalextonaioncable.ThePTIOI has 
been applied to Baraly thousands of 
apple aiona. Including automolwesus-
pension testing, saw-blade depth, 
valve stem opening and aircraft struc
tural testing. 

The PT101 installs in minutes by 
mounting is itasa to a fixed surface 
and attaching its cable to the movable 
obfectThePTIOI workswHtwutper-
fect paraM alignment, and when is 
ataliiless steel cablo is retracted, is 
liuight is less than S*. 

.4^025% Uairoka .4^0.15% Uatrota -•<^0.10%Mljifrol» . MsanlWIy MMte . QiBaiarari:0J101 fcidiea orOja% lUi fkofea 

L nyftHvooaiBCI 1 crimp and aa^Ml 

-40° P ID *2005 .asPPJkL/^ ioo%RHatao^ .up 1010 GTk to 20)0 Hz NEMA1 

7Ba00MMiaAwnwCmaiPak.CA 91300 nt(Boo>423-s«P'ffie)an awn ~ :(818)340-1175 

110 
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Cable Extension Position Trtnsdacer — Continued 

PT'DI S'lo-: to Ranyc P'-_'C s c: '  Pot.-rrTt or-.-.- 'r c OutpLit 

urpui)* 
-4JS(au)-

4.-

PT101-

• Fill 

5 
10 OMSs ISinehM 

OOMs 20inches 0025 = 25 Inches 
60 Inches 0075 = 75indMC MM =100 Inches 

ii MDII&ap* 1=lnp< *z.x* 

m Saming Circuit 
1 sSOOoimpalsnlianiclsr 2 = IK ohm poMianialer 

aiv anm poHiaonmBr 
4 • lOK dm potenUoeieter 
5 «2mV/V bridge • «MOnV/VadMMXa bridge 

(D EleeMcal ConnecMoo 
1 -frplnpleeacconneclor end meBng plug 
2 = tiniifcialsiiip 
3 = O^iin meiai cannedor and maling plug 
4 « 25 ft. MnmnMion caM 

InatfumantaMon CaMa 

DaclricalConiiacMoiia 
ai 
< jSj m r 1 mmcKcmm | 

E •m •OJI «fr 
• 1 1 1 • ryl m II pr "»' 1 1 1'' • II 

CZ] 
• LHJ ' ijM 1 m 11 rs" 11 1 ___ 

W: (*00) 42M483 • (818) aa4-aM0 (b: {818)340-1175 
111 
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J.2. Pressure Traasinitter 

FBagra® ^MSHA 
**gli I I gncci 

l>X41-l 
UtlmvimmBmble wafi 

moMTH-CVA 

PX41 SMtes 
4-20 mA Output 
0-1Sto0-3»JWp«i 
0-1 to 0-2,000 tar 
1 bar= USpai 
Ik^cm'-U^psl 
1 AtnasptmtB = 14.7 ptt 
=29Mn-Hg = 7Ba2mm*ig 
= 1J}14bar 

a* FMfCSA kitifiMicily Si* . tta I 11 lilt SHMHWIU 
H"— ^rr"""'* "'T—'''Mrt 

HEAVY DUTY INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTER 
with Unique Dual % and % NPT Fitting 

$480 
MoiM P)UTro-10aGI 

Shami actual ttea 

S'MSHAAppmwid VanlonAraHaM* 
S'AN rar [*3 •WfrflWGVIiy 

EflViVOMIWIltB 
for Hank 

TlieOMEGMDYNE^PMISarfw , ara high aocmrar. low oMtprassiOT ranMraHf^ iiwv iwnnncHjMflSD* aH iImMmh rtaal oontudfan mak— ilwm MdUUB forOie hmtast 
anvinmMrt*. Thayamwalablein Gags. AbMUB or SaaM Gage tnodaU. TanMofPVCinwMwl «-« » «—• • ^ " » — _ a sriMioBa CHW • inncMra OTBI 
sM cofinacior ia akM avaiaUa. A MMB aaiacNan ofampMad wtKaga and 
ouirentautpulBinodeliinlhaPMI a tangy makaa tMa a liUy vonalle Camlyafkiduskialtraraduoen. ^ 
For! inU.SJLj 

(614) 965-9340 
244I0W na fn4) 9SS-M3S 

'b QrtM; /SneM^ MsdW MumtarJ 
1 .  1 «" 1 CM 1 lini Mill 

0-1S 
L" rr""—irs.=: 

nUITMIMI SSM MFP.MFCP.IDP 
040 nWfTMOMI SM MFP.MFCP.lOP 
fr30 HMtTiami SM MFP.MFCP.UP 
0«0 HMimWdl 4n MFP.MFCP.lOP 
aaaan«aaara Wr Mawaa iUw iMMMa ti aariW Oiaa Aaaaanf 
0-10 numotaoi SM MFP. MFCP. lOP 
0-15 nuiTMioai saa MFP.MFCP.lOP 
0-20 WUTHHOI SM MFP.MFCP.lOP 
OM mMTMMOl SM MFP.MV.lOP 
t^sa PMTTMOHI 4M MFP.MFCP.lOP 
0-7S pjuiTMran 4aa MFP. MFCP. IQP 

0-100 piwm-iaHi 4aa MFP.MFCP.lOP 
(y3O0 nUITMMH 4M MFP. MFCP. lOP 
OM pwiTi jwai 4aa MFP. MFCP. lOP 
o-aoo px4iii aaaul 4aB MFP. MFCP. IDP 
0-750 mm-imn 4n MFP.MFCP.lOP 
0-1000 num-iKoi 4n MFP.MFCP.lOP 
0-1SOO num-umi 4M MFP.MFCP.lOP 
0-2000 PmiTMHGI 4M MFP.MFCP.lOP 
(K3900 nUTTULMOl 4n MFP.MFCP.lOP 
MOOO ratnMKa 4M MFP.MFCP.lOP 
0-7500 nun»7JKai 4M MFP. MFCP. IDP 
O-IOOOO nHTra-MRai 4H MFP.MFCP.lOP 
MOOOO nUITMUCOl 4n MFP. MFCP-. DP* 

wuimjaKCi 4n MFP. MFCP-. IDP* 

OMEGADYN^ Inc. 
149 Stabar ODurt. Sutay. OH 43074 

:CBumtyiaiMt. • ^THLVA 

dMfliipfev xriamltli 
z untn-mmna uucop^i 

''sssssssî ^&ir'ssr& X/ PK4m*taM ifTian— 

t VWto AtpaMMbK mmbarmth 'S'fno OianiB). •nCMmari 'A' (no Owrgm). ctQt laiaiai tm wciMhSML aaraai mnauatnam 
MtamttML 
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Pressare Transmitter - Continued 

i 

i7-«PHaia3ie 
X-MNPT 

Wtonn: fioiD%D 

[ 1 1  [ 2 ]  

CBX-ISNPT-M -fSai OK)^18NPT-F oDGhaniB 
S>KHPTub«FWnB 

r- ouai](-i4 K-ISNPT 

•' wtpigMi 
'tCMIaiMrlOlt 

1= PTIH-KKPConnamar 
(irwiuaQnoc 

[SI 
on 
015 020 

07S 
100 2D0 

750 
IK 
1JK 

3K 
UK 
SK 
rsK 
MK 
1SK 
aoK aoK 

I «  1  
SjGA 
aGA SAA 
SUSA 
SjSA SjSA 
S.GA 

aoA 
aOA 
SjSA 
S.GA S.GU^ 
SwGA 
S.aA 
&6A 
s,aA. 
SwGA aiGA 
&GA 
S.6A SwQA 

91= 
oumiT 
[SI 

OlSIDSlSVHBOUI^ McnMl^for 
[• I 

OBSVUbOH^ 

FM! LoaMon'tfia*-
4-2aiiiAau^ait 

W=0i5Id lOSVAsOulput 

WTz 0 to 10 VUeOulpU 
l< 4toaOaA 

O^toS^or 4^inAoul|lul 
OX OMnadfor 

4. SaiKt Prassum Unto SaiKtOu^ 
Salact Opim and Aganqr ApiaovaiB 

Sunwm-t«ar*a MDna—niimwi aitwOBWMitii(>•<!• wa^ HfSum-vmni mm tjal^ami^om 
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J .̂ AD590, Two Tenninal Tempenitare Transducer 

ANALOG Tmio-Tenninal IC 
DEVICES Temperature Transducer 

AD590 
FEAIURES 
Unaar CuRantOiilp*: 1 |tA/K 

z-CrCtOfliTC 
pm DESIGNATIONS 

o 
eoTTOMvaaH 

PRODtXH* DBSCBIPnON 
The AOS90 Is a Mo^cnnkial intcpalcd dRxiit (apentuic 
lianiduccr tiac pniduca an output cuntoc praponknat to 
abiotiita tanpttatura. Pnr annilj iiillnii iMIiaain •f4 Vand 
+30 V the device acts as a Ugh Impadance. coratantaincot 
regulator pasfeig 1 pA/K. Lasr trfminliig of the cUp's tfain-Bim 
rolstofs is used to caUxate the device ID 29ft2 |A output at 
298  ̂l+ZSVi. 
Hk AOS90 AoaU be aaed I 
Hon beknr •^lSlrC In «Uch 

so 
•or 

I the ADSn an aniaciia* abonaUic Ibr 
•a^rtanpaanBC 
dtcuitiy. 
dreatiy and cold 
app^theAOSSa 
In addition to tempeiatun measuiemoit, applicatiaos Indude 
temperature compentfcin or unreolon of dtmrtecmnpo-
nents. biasing pnipoftianal to ahenliitr umpcnture, flow 
late roeasutement. level ddectkia oT fhiids and anemometiy. 
The AOS90 is av^iaUe in chip ftann maidng. It sukaUe for 
iijffarid dicuits and bst tonpciature ammmems la protected 
oivtconmeots. 
The A0590 is paitinilariy usciut in icnace sensing appUcatiaas. 
The device Is kaensilive to voltage drops over long lines due to 
Its high impedance current output. Aigr well insulated tarittad 
pair is suffldant for opeiatton hundreds of than the 
receiving dioAiy. Tte output chaactcristics also make the 
ADS90 easy to muUpiex: tte cumnt can be snitched by a 
CMOS multlpleaar or Che supply voltage can be sarltdied by a 
logic gMeouqnit. 

pKODUcr racHucms 
1. The AD590 Is a rsMaanil two terminal temprtatiire semor 

tequMng on^ a dc voltage supp^ (+4 V to-t-SO V). Costly 
iranandCKfs. IBten, lead «tre oofflpcnaation and linearization 
drcuits are all urmeoessaiy In aprtfing the device. 

2. State<Hhe^tt laser uluuiiliig at the wafer level in con|une-
don wUh extensive bial testing ensures that AOS90 units ate 

avuKage-Ina 
bar (LS aWs • S V 9-»2S '̂ 

(>IOMID 
5 V aa 10 V nuks In on^r 
or 1  ̂at|Aa 

S. The AD590 b dectiicaUjr durable: it wrill witlaland a forward 
voltage up to 44 V and a revcra voltage of 20 V. Hence, sup-

irregularities or pin revenal wlQ noc damage the device. 

REV.B 
tiBiMiaUui»»KiHeoby»nalDODei<lcaaialieaw(ediDtteau.>»a»an<l 
laMHe. HoMBMr, no raapgnsMMy is asauniid by Analog Qavieaa lor to 
ia*narlBranfM» )̂aiiwa>otp«ianBoro—ritg^ofailnlpenies 
•Mctinay rawattamfesus*. Ns Roanae li gramad Iqr kKplcaMan or 
Kliiiwlei mif aiij |ialen i» iieaaia liuiai ifTliiaiiiij naii>aa 

OMVMlBMIa««a»rj0.lae««,N«waaa.liAaMMm iUJL 
T«ken/»»4Ni WlwiaWMa«haWa laipffiiai I l l  I rrnzm/mtm •aiaiiiOi iiiii.iM.mT 



AD590, Two Tmninal Temperature TrunaAwier—Continued 

AD59O-SPECIFICATI0NS im+2SXm6ifs*fSVmitii ii«Miiiiiiiii< 

MaM ADSm ADSMK 
W. T,r Ite Tjv M« Ualti 

ABSaUJTE MAXMUM RATINGS 
Ronirf V<*i«E ( E*-or -K«4 +44 VolB 
Rtnoe Vbh^ (E+ID E-) -20 -20 Voks 
BKriidmm Voft^ (CKE«-arE-) ±200 ±200 Volts 
RBHI taCoHiBe TcaipaMac -55 -t-ISO -55 ->-150 •c 
SMme To^paMBC Roipf' -as +1S5 -65 -i-lSS "C 
LMlTcnipnMe CSofehfiot. 10 M) *300 •»3ao •c 

POWER SUPPLY 
Opraki Vritar tale *4 *30 •4 >30 Voks 

ouTPirr 
Nombal CunoK Output •-»2S^: (29B^ 29&2 29fc2 pA 
Nonbal TanpaatoR CacfldEOt t 1 fAK 
Crikndaa Eirar •-»2SFC fr«mii 1 - ffi •  ii ^ ^ - ** - * ±SJ» *23 •c 
MHHK Birar CL^nr KMBo RnBiVBBCB icHipcnnBK lovpiv 

WktootEMcnalCdkntfan Ai%auuaa ±M •c 
Wkfa •t-2S*C CiMntiaa &ior Stt ID Zbo ±X» •c 
NonBHMrt^ ±iJ •c 
RtpMiiiMy' ±0.1 ±0.1 •c 
Ijav-TonlMI? ±0.1 ±0.1 •c 

nooc 40 40 pA/Vfii 
Powgr Supply Rt>lxlJuu 

«4VSVsj:4^SV OlS 05 |iA/V 
•»SV£Vs£«l5V 02 02 pVAT 
4-ISV£VsS-f30V 0.1 ai fA/V 

CMelmhlluniDEMTT fri 10" 10" a 
EStaiOT ShoMCiTKtaBoe 100 100 pF 
Ekcuicii TantOn Thae ZD 20 m 
Rcweoe Btai l^ifaffcCwfcnC^ 

(Rncne Volar-10 V) 10 10 pA 

PACKAGE OPTIONS 
mSZOHDA) ADSHN AOSaOKH 
FklpKk CP-2A) ADSMMF ADSSOOF 

NOTES 
The AOS90 hB bc«n toed at-100*C «id-̂ 200*0 far short ptrtodi of naMCOHnt «ldi no phgrHal dmiV to iha d>«to. However, tte abnliiic ecran 
apBCgeJ<pp^CDoalyilierandpgfat—>c«tempw—«rni, 
'Mutfwi—diwiMuntewwi•2S*CfdfcfiiHw niî rMiw qfdtagbtc«Ma>S5^aad«IS0*C:f«rMaHdiiaKCBUd. 
^CaoMdooK eoaMm-frS V. comiml 4-125*̂  guamnd, oac tand. 

cHRcae douMcs cvorjr IO*C. 
SpKntKloNK aA|Kt» ckMfi WtthOMt Modce. 
SpadBcadgoB rfMB bs haUfcc* «» MMd en afl prarfucdoa anltt « floil flkeMcii lot. Rndo dnts ceMi are wed to caioilM oHCfOlns qutUijr Inds. 
AM oMb and mas ipcdOcadem ara parwiaad. ahhanih diaw iham in Mdhea «* cniad on al pfoducOoo unlB. 

-2- REV. 8 
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AD590, Two Terminal Temperature Transducer — Continued 

AD590 

two 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Fot—ill Valtue (£•«•» E-) *4* +44 Vofes 
Rnne IE*-IB ̂  -ao -20 Vbfes 
Bkokdnm Vota|e (Cbc ID £«-or E-) ±aB ±200 Vofes 
RMcd PeifijiiiHnce Tcn^cntore RHUB  ̂ -55 flSO -55 *150 •c 
Stooge TeapcntuR Rî ' -65 4-155 -65 -^155 •c 
Lad ToBpoMHe CSaldrt«. 10 ac) 4300 4300 •c 

POWER sum.y 
OptminB Votaie Rwft ** *30 *4 *30 Vofes 

OUTPUT 
M iiiiiiQ—»OM>«TG*2Sx:(amo 2ML2 29U HA 
NoHtail TiHpcnBMe CHflkiaac I 1 liAAC 
CiHaaiiaa Enor 9+29  ̂ ±C5 •c 
ATMILMLR Enor (0«TR^BILPUFAINMH TIIIWIMHI IHMI^ 

WMHHI EMml Ciiknilaaî LHMBHT ±SJt ±1.7 •c 
Whh±29C C^MiMkBEnorSM Z« ±u$ ±tJ» •c 
NonBnml̂  ±a.4 •c 
** - « —9 KcpnniMBQr ±0.1 10.1 •c 
Lav-ToaDriie 

CtmatNoke 
±0.1 ±ai •c Lav-ToaDriie 

CtmatNoke 40 40 pu^s 

+4VSVsS+5V OS OS |iA/V 
+SVSVsS+15V 02 02 VAN 
-t̂ isvsvs^-t-aov Oil ai |iA/V 

CBK faolMiaB ID Ekho-Lod 10" 10" a 
Qfecttve Shint 100 too pF 
Electrical Toca-On Time 20 20 MS 
Rncne Bis Lotaae Cncnl* 

gtimw Viiiup - toy) 10 10 pA 
PACKAGE OPTIONS 

TO-52 (H-03A) AOSSU  ̂ ADS90MH 
FblpKkP-2A) AOS90LF ADSOOMF 

K «an* 40* «ar «ar •as' 
•c -MT r  ̂  ̂

•r -nr r j ••«r •jv; 
tr ir ne 

TEMPERATURE SCALE CONVERSION EQUATIONS 

•C-I-CF-SZ) K~'C*273.15 
'P^^'C+3Z 'R^'F+4S9.7 

REV.B -3-
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J.4. INTERFACE ModdSM Strain Gauge 

Model SM Series 
(U.S. & Metric) 
Why INTERFACE SM Load Ceils 
are the tiest in dass: 

• Proprietary Interface temperature 

compensated strain gages 

• .01% nonrepeatabiiiiy 

• .0008%/°F(.0015%/*C) temp effiect on oidput 

• Lowest creep — 0.025% 

• Tension and compression 

• S R UMgrai CMC ^-m) 

O P T I O N S  

EnncaUefengtti Smkntad output 

A C C E S S C R I E S  

Mauling tonlMic 

SPLCH IC- \T IONS 

tCUSS 

td9m .010 ISO 
.•IS IP 65 .•«$I0200 ^-S5to90 QMonOiVat-vr CC)'MMX. Ohd on Zin>-« «vr rc)' oons 

iTSO 

' Smsapentibibrmm - * *» ̂  -* GEcmca nonnmn 

•r « 

10 so aoa 
2S Itt 003 
SO 200 JQ03 

100 500 004 
2S0 1000 006 500 m 006 1000 son 005 

[] I 

t- ^O- © 

J u-^ 

too 
tooo 
15S0 
ItSO 
2350 
Z1S0 
3)50 

!v:/i\si0'.s 

SM 

CMMCnVIM 

SM 
IMtkM UiS-M MMcM U.S.M •McM 

SM 
mSbK 

miaiza 
SI.M» «• 1M m 

SM 

••A 
CD IlSO 12.7 lilO ZS.4 liB 25.4 
(S> 100 SOS zaa 50.8 zjoa 50.8 
S> Z50 615 300 7&2 3xn 76.2 
QS> 025 6l« 050 12.7 oso 12.7 
(S) liB 25.4 1X0 ZS.4 1J» 25.4 
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APPENDIX K- INTEGRATED CIRCUIT SPECIFICATION 

SHEETS 

The following data specification sheets are of the integrated circuit devices 

incorporated into the electronic circuits specifically designed for this research project. If 

further information is desired, all of the specification sheets are available on the Internet 

at the addresses that are shown on each sheet. 
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K.1. ADS7824,4 Cluuid, 12 Bit Samirilng CMOS A/D Converter 
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ADS7824,4 Channel, 12 Bit Sampling CMOS A/D Converter — continued 
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ADS7824,4 Channel, 12 Bit Sampling CMOS A/D Converter — continued 

SPECIFICATIONS (CONT) 
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K.2. SN74HC373 Octal Transparent D-type Latches with 3-state Outputs 

SN54HC373, SII74HC373 
0C1M.11Utf6nmBITI>TVI>E LATCHES 
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SN74HC373 Octal Transparent ]>-type Latches with 3-state Ou^uts — Continued 
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K3. MAX 400, Ultra Low Offset Voltage Operational Amplifier 
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K.4. CD4001B, CMOS NOR Gate 
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iLS. CD4075B, CMOS OR Gate 
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K.6. LM311B, Voltage Comparator 
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LM311B, Voltage Comparator — Continued 
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LM311B, Voltais  ̂C^mpanitor - Continued 
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LM311B, Voltage Comparator — Continued 
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K.7. CD4093, Sehmitt Trigger 
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APPENDIX L - CIRCUITS 

This appendix contains the diagrams of the specialized circuits used in the project. 

Five special circuit boards were designed and constructed for the unique requirements of 

this study. 

Three signal conditioning circuits were designed and built. An analog to digital 

converter (ADC) was used to input positioning signals from the cable position 

transducers used on the toolbar, penetrometer and roller/tiller. A current to voltage 

conversion from 4-20 mA to 0-5 volts was made for the hydraulic pressure transducers. 

A O-SOOjxA to 0-5 volt conversion for the AD590 temperature transducers was also built. 

A control circuit utilizing digital logic was used to connect the ADC to the correct 

position sensing transducer and to control the position of the roller/tiller. 

The speed of the variable-speed DC drive motor that was initially used on the 

compacting rod was measured through a counter circuit. 
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L.I. Sofl Bin Schematic 
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Figure L.1. Soil bin schematic showing each of the measured variables on the top 
row. The toolbar load cells were not used in this study, so were not connected 
for the study. The incremental encoder was completed by Suwanee 
Boonmung previous to the start of this study. The second row shows the 
necessary signal conditioning. A National Instrument 8 channel strain gauge 
accessory board was used for the strain gauges and load cells. Unique circuit 
boards were &bricated for the pressure, temperature, cable position and 
incremental encoder transducers. These circuits are illustrated in the 
following pages. The three data acquisition cards (DAQ cards) used are 
shown in Ae third row. The PC computer communicating with Lab VIEW 
completes the schematic. 
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L.2. Position Transdacer A/D Circoit 

The positions of the toolbar, both horizontal and vertical, the penetrometer, both 

honzontal and vertical and the roller/ tiller, vertical only, were measured with ratiometric 

Celescp PTIOI cable-extension position transducers (See Appendix G). The voltage 

outputs of the transducers were digitized through an ADS7824 ADC (analog to digital 

converterXSee Appendix H). Tapping the Reference Input/Output 2.5-volt source of the 

ADS7824 provided a constant power source for the transducers. When connected 

through a MAX400 Ultra Low Voltage Operational Amplifier set with a gain of 

four, a precise 10-volt source resulted (See Appendix IQ. 

The 12-bit capability of the ADS7824 gave a theoretical precision of 0.25 mm 

over the 1 meter range of the position transducers. In actual usage, the bipolar ADC used 

one bit for sign of the voltage. Thus, only an 11 bit resolution of the voltage ladder was 

available to theoretically achieve a precision of 0.5 mm. The ADS7824 is limited to four 

analog input channels so two identical IC's were necessary to convert the five channels of 

the soil bin sensors. Two 74HC373 Octal Latching Bus Drivers (See Appendix H) were 

used to buffer the ADC's output and tri-state the signal for asynchronous transfer to the 

program when requested. 
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Figare LJt. Position Transducer A/D Circuit with two 4 channel 12 bit ADS7824 
ADCs and two 74HC373 Octal Latching Bus Drivers to transmit the necessary 
5 channels to the Lab VIEW software. A MAX400 Ultra Low Ofl̂ t Voltage 
Operational Amplifier to provide the sensor transducers with precise 10 volt 
power. 
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Lu3. Tanperatare and Pressure Circuits 

The pressures in the hydraulic circuits on the soil bin were measured in five 

different locations widi OMEGADYNE PX41 Series current-loop pressure transmitters. 

These sensors are rated at 20 MPa and have a 4 - 20 ma output over the 20 MPa range 

with an excitation voltage between 10 to 40 vohs dc (See ̂ pendix G). A VPR420 

Converter was used to convert the 4 -20mili-anq>ere output of the pressure transmitters 

to a 0 - 5 volt range before being acquired by the PCI-603 IE (See Appendix F). 

AD590 tenq>erature transducers with an ou^utof 1 /̂ °K were used to 

determine the tonperature of the hydraulic fluid (See Appendix G). Temperatures were 

taken in the reservoir and at the main drive motor, both in ̂  motor pressure line and in 

the motor case drain line. A current measuring reastor of 10 was used to measure the 

current signal from the LM590 sensors. Thus, an output range of 0 — 5 volts would 

indicate a temperature range of0 —500° K i.e. a tCTq)erature of 0® C would provide a 2.73 

volts signal with a 1°C resolution of 0.01 volts. This voltage was then input to the PCI-

603 l£ DAQ for visual output on a Lab VIEW front panel display. 
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Figure L.3. Diagram ofthetempoatune and pressure circuits. AVPR420 
converter was used to convert the 4 — 20 mA output of the pressure 
transmitters to a 0 - 5 volt range. A current measuring resistor of 10 Idl was 
used to measure the current signal &om die LM590 sensors. 
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Lu4. Counter Circuit 

An induction piclcup was installed with a 40 tooth gear on the output shaft of the 

motor driving the rotating rod. The resulting voltage signal was conditioned using a 

LM31 IB voltage comparator to shape the s^nal to a sharpened square wave (See 

Appendix H). A CD4093, Schmitt Trigger (See Appendix H) then delivered a high logic 

TTL signal to be counted with a counter drcuit in tiie PCI-6031E DAQ, using available 

Lab VIEW software, to indicate a compaction rod ̂ >eed inRPM 
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F^areLi.4. Counterdrcuit diagram. ALM31 IB vohagecoiiq>aFator was used to 
shape the signal to a sharpened square wave. ACD4093, Schmftt Trigger then 
delivered a high logic input to a counter cnrcuit in the PCI-603 IE DAQ, 
which, using available LabVEEW software  ̂indicited a G(Hnpaction rod qieed 
in RPM. 
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L3. Control Panel Circuit 

A control panel was designed and built to provide a mechanism to easily 

designate which of the mechanized fimctions on the Soil Bin carriage was to be 

measured. This device must easily and clearly designate the function to be accomplished 

in a way that was neither ambiguous nor conflising to the opoator. To this end, a rotaiy 

12-position switch was chosen as the human inter&ce mechanism. The simple switch 

selection by the operator would then initiate, with the aid of digital logic, the 

interrogation of the proper linear actuator to measure the progress of the chosen 

motorized fiinction. Digital logic chips (See Appendix H) were used to select control 

lines. A 12-voIt supply was used with the expectation that future expansion of the control 

panel capability will include 12-volt motor control solenoids. 
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Figure L .̂ Control panel circuit. A rotaiy 12-position switch was chosen as the 
human interlace mechanism. Distal logic chips were then employed to select 
control lines. 
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